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Efficient Protocols for Attaining Common
Knowledge and Simultaneous Byzantine Agreement

Ruben Michel

Abstract

Motivated by recent research in the problems of attaining Common
Knowledge and Simultaneous Byzantine Agreement in the crash and omis-
sion models, we study these problems in a more malicious scenario where
incorrect processors may transmit arbitrary messages.

This paper introduces the notion of common knowledge informative pro-
tocols, which are protocols that attain, in a way, maximal common knowl-
edge. After characterizing these protocols we design a common knowledge
informative protocol which is maximally communication efficient according
to various natural complexity measures.

This protocol allows us to derive a worst case exponential lower bound
on the number of bits- that correct processors transmit in runs of common

-' knowledge informative protocols and in runs of protocols which attain an
eager type of Simultaneous Byzantine Agreement.

1 Introduction

The interest in designing protocols for distributed networks and for multiprocessor
computers is a direct consequence of the increasing usage and popularity of these
systems.

As observed in various recent papers, such as [DM], [Fl], [HM] and [MT],
the classical notion of common knowledge emerges naturally from the study of
coordination and simultaneity in multiparticipant systems. Roughly speaking, a

fact is common knowledge if it is true, the participants know it, the participants

know that the participants know it, and so forth. In a way, common knowledge
plays the role of a virtual shared memory in systems in which memo~ry allocation
is primarily local.

This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under Grant N00014-82-
K-0 154
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We analyze the problem of attaining common knowledge in a standard network
which is fully connected, synchronous, and in which some processors are faulty. A
faulty processor may transmit arbitrary messages only during a single tick of the
clock - a round. The faulty processor is correct before that round and it does not
transmit at all thereafter. This is, in effect, a single round Byzantine behavior.
Our approach generalizes to more complicated failure patterns and it extends to
related problems such as attaining knowledge in distributed systems and achieving
Simultaneous Byzantine Agreement.

After presenting our model for the distributed system - which closely resembles
the classical model in [PSL] - we introduce the notion of a common knowledge
informative protocol, ck-informative for short. The first approach that we consider
is to let a protocol be ck-informative if some basic facts become common knowledge
as early as possible to processors following that protocol. This approach yields
interesting results in both the crash model and the omission model (cf. [NIT]).
Unfortunately, it does not extend to the more malicious models (e.g. the Byzantine
model) since the performance of the faulty processors in runs of different protocols
cannot be readily compared. We consider therefore a slightly different approach:
A protocol is ck-informative if at each round the processors following that protocol
attain as much common knowledge about basic facts as they would have attained
had each of them transmitted at that round all its knowledge.

The definition of a ck-informative protocol does not provide us with an intuition
of how to design such protocols. To this end we introduce a basic notion, conveying.
A processor p conveys a fact to another processor q if p is certain that q will know
that fact if it trusts p. This notion of conveying allows us to state a concise
characterization of ck-informative protocols.

Equipped with this characterization we develop a ck-informative protocol which
we call the New Information Protocol, NIP. We prove that the intrinsic parameter
governing NIP's performance, in terms of communication complexity, processing
time and storage space, is the number of actual lies performed by the crashing

*, processors. Stated briefly, for any fixed network size, NIP's complexity is linear
in the number of actual lies. We prove that NIP is maximally communication
efficient according to various natural complexity measures. A corollary of this
section is the construction of a maximally communication efficient simulation of
the standard full-view protocol (cf. [PSL]). In appendix C we develop an efficient
procedure for evaluating the basic facts that are common knowledge at each round.

We are naturally led to analyze the complexity of determining common knowl-

edge using ck-informative protocols as a function of the parameter t, the standard
bound on the number of faulty processors. We prove in the Byzantine model that,
for every ck-informative protocol there exists a run of that protocol in which some

2I
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processor transmits at least c' bits at a round in which it is correct, for c > 1.
• -A refinement of this proof shows that the same worst case lower bound holds in

the problem of achieving Simultaneous Byzantine Agreement when corresponding
sba-informative protocols are used.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce our intuitive
model, followed by its formalization in section 3. In section 4 we present a brief
overview of the knowledge formalism used in this paper. In section 5 we introduce

S the concept of a ck-informative protocol. We then present the basic notion of
conveying information that allows a concise characterization of the ck-informative
protocols. In section 6 we develop our ck-informative protocol NIP. In addition.
we prove that NIP is linear in the number of actual lies performed in the network,
and that it is maximally communication efficient according to a natural complexity

.' measure. In section 7 we analyze the communication complexity of ck-informative

protocols as a function of the parameter t. We derive an exponential lower bound
* which we then extend to the problem of achieving Simultaneous Byzantine Agree-

ment.
In appendix A we present a fairly precise description of NIP. In appendix B

we show that the consistency test of messages performed in NIP is as effective as
.- the most general consistency test. In appendix C we introduce the concept of the

critical round and an efficient algorithm for its evaluation in runs of NIP. Finally,
in appendices D through H we prove theorems 1 through 5.

2 The Intuitive Model

Let P = {PI,P2,... P}, n > 2, denote the finite set of processors in a distributed
network in which every processor can communicate with every other processor
using messages. Messages are strings over a finite alphabet A.

The network is synchronous. This means that communication progresses in
discrete rounds. Each round has two phases: At the beginning of each round
every correctly operating processor transmits to other processors using messages,

0 and outputs using strings over a finite alphabet r. At the end of each round 1,
I = 1, 2,... every processor p receives all the messages that were transmitted to it
at the beginning of that round and it also receives an external input, INPUT(p,I),
which is a string over a finite alphabet E. Before communication begins, i.e. at
the end of round 0, the processors receive an external input INPUT(pO).

If a processor fails in any way during a round, a powerful diagnostic will detect
that flaw and disable that processor's communication links at the end of that
round, thereby preventing it from transmitting erroneous information in future

F.
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rounds. We adopt the prevalent assumption that, for some fixed t < n - 1, at
most t processors fail in the network.

Notice that this model is very similar to the classical model appearing in [PSL].
Moreover, since each incorrect processor may deceive only at a single round, the
lower bounds that we derive in this paper are fairly strong. In the following section
we present a new formalization of this model in order to make our claims rigorous.

g. 3 Basic Definitions

In this section we formalize the intuitive model presented above.
A (transmission) protocol 7 is a set of protocol functions {F(pj)}(pL)EP×N. Each

F(p, ) is an n-tuple of functions (F p') , F p ' " " FPn)) so that,

xPO (z11- -pO o ht

FP' determines the message that p transmits to p. at round 1 as a function of(p,,)
both the messages and the external inputs that p has received before 1.

An output protocol 0 is a set of output functions {O(P)}(p,L)EPxN,

O(P,1) : (S*)l x (A*)'n(I- 1) , r*.

O(pj) determines the output of processor p at round 1.
Let M denote the set of natural numbers. A run p is a tuple

(n, t, jr, 0, INPUT, CA, ADV)

where:

* n E XM is the number of processors.

* t E X is the bound on the number of faulty processors, t < n - 1.

* 7 is a protocol.

* 0 is an output protocol.

* INPUT is a function P x ({O} U N)

S* C.4, the crashing assignment, specifies which processors are faulty and at
, which round they crash. Formally, CA is a set of at most t pairs in P x NV

so that no two pairs have the same first coordinate.

:-,4
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* 4DV, the adversary, is the set of messages that each faulty processor
'iransmits at its crashing round and its output there. Formally, it is a
function that assigns to each pair in CA an element in (-*)n x r*.

We say that p is a run of 7. Each run p induces a partition of P x NW into one
of three states: healthy[p], ill[p] and dead[p]. Consider a pair (p, 1) E P x N1; if for
all k, (p,k) Z CA, then (p,l) E healthy[p]. If, on the other hand, for some k E V,
(p, k) E CA then:

e If I < k then (p,l) E healthy[p].

e If I = k then (p,l) E ill[p].

* If l > k then (p,l) E dead[p].

4 Let failing[p] = ill[p] U dead[p]. We will usually abuse our notation by referring
to (p,l) E healthy[p] as "p is healthy at round I in p". This notation extends
similarly to the cases where (p,l) E ill[p], (p,l) E dead[p] and (p,l) E failing[p].

A run p naturally induces an execution EX[p], which specifies both the mes-
sages transmitted in the network and the outputs of the processors. In order to
formalize this notion we first define the view of a processor when it is healthy at
a round in some run. The view of processor p that is healthy at round I in p,
v[p](p,l), is the messages that p has received before and including 1 in p and its
INPUT there, that is, {INPUT(p,k)}o<k<. Hereafter we restrict the domains
of F(p,t) and O(p,j) to the set of views of p at I - 1 in runs of both .7 and 0.

We define EX[p] according to the following rules:

" CA naturally induces the state of each processor at every round in p.

" At the end of each round every processor pi receives an n-tuple of messages,
whose jh coordinate, 1 < j _< n ,j :A i, corresponds to the message pj
transmits to pi at that round. (The ith coordinate is 0.)

" A processor that is healthy at a round transmits in EX[p] according to
jr. Assume that the messages transmitted in EX[p] before round I were
already constructed. Then the message that p transmits to pi at I in p, if
it is healthy there, is FP,)(v[p](p,l - 1)), where pi $ p.

* A processor that is healthy at a round outputs in EX[pj according to 0.
Thus, the output of p at I in p, if it is healthy there, is O(p~ )(r[p](pl - 1)).

5
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" A processor that is ill at a round transmits and outputs in EX[p] according
to ADV.

" A processor that is dead at a round neither transmits nor outputs in EX[p].

Let M[p](p,q,l) denote the message that p sends to q at round I in EX[p].
Denote by SEG[p](1) the messages transmitted in the first I rounds of EX[p];
more precisely,

SEG[p] (1) = {(p,q,k,M[p](p,q,k)) I p, q E P,k <_ I}.

In this paper we consider only the Byzantine case (in which processors that
are ill can transmit arbitrary messages) as can be implied from the definition of
the adversary.

4 Knowledge Formalism

In this section we present a knowledge formalism along the lines of [DM], modified
according to our needs.

A predicate p is a set of runs. A predicate o holds at a run p, denoted by
p o, if p E o. A basic predicate is a predicate that depends only on CA and
INPUT.

A processor p that is healthy at round I in p knows p, denoted by p K(p,t)(,
if o holds at all runs which are indistinguishable by p at I from p. To make this
definition more precise consider the following equivalence relation: Two runs of

. (p4')
the same protocol are (p,l)-equivalent, denoted by p p', if p is healthy at I in
both and it has the same view at I in both. Thus, p K(pt) o iff p is healthy at 1

.4" (P,')

in p and p' p for all p' ; p.
Let p 1 Elp denote that every processor p that is healthy at I in p knows sc.

Let EPP P o and let p 1= Em'lo denote p 1= E(Ep) for m > 0. A predicate
o is common knowledge at round l in p, denoted by p Ct1 , if for every m > 0,

Two runs of the same protocol are similar at 1, denoted by p p , if there
exist a finite sequence of runs of that protocol {Pk}O<k<m and a finite sequence of
processors {Pik}o<k<m so that:

P Pi I . Pm-I P.

6
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It is apparent that is an equivalence relation. The following basic fact, see,
e.g., [CM) , [DM] and [FI], establishes a clear connection between knowledge and
distributed systems:

Fact 1

p Clp iff ,o 'p for all / satisfying P .

5 Common Knowledge Informative Protocols

We begin this section by introducing a class of protocols that attain, in some sense,
maximal common knowledge at each round. These protocols are called common

5, knowledge informative protocols or ck-informative for short.
The first approach that we consider is to let a protocol be ck-informative if some

basic facts become common knowledge as early as possible to processors following
that protocol. This approach yields interesting results in both the crash and the
omission models (cf. [MT]). It does not extend, however, to the more malicious
models, such as the Byzantine case, since the performance of the adversary in runs
of different protocols cannot be readily compared.

Thus, we need a slightly different approach. Let p be healthy at round 1 in a
run of a ck-informative protocol. We want p to maximize the common knowledge
at I in the following sense: Suppose that the processors transmit at I according to
some protocol functions which may be different from the ones in the ck-informative
protocol. Let p be a predicate that is common knowledge at I in that run. Then C
should also be common knowledge at I if instead p follows at I the ck-informative
protocol. Since we are comparing different protocols, we restrict our attention
to predicates o that are protocol-independent, that is, basic predicates. Now, a
protocol is ck-informative if every processor that is healthy at a round in a run of
that protocol maximizes the common knowledge at that round.

We proceed to formalize these ideas. We first introduce a binary relation on
runs of different protocols. Unfortunately, (p,l)-equivalence cannot serve that
purpose, since it only relates runs of the same protocol. We say that two runs are
(p,l)-weakly-equivalent if p is healthy at I in both, p has the same view at I - I in
both, and the protocol functions corresponding to processors at rounds prior to I
coincide in these two runs.

Definition 1 Two runs are (p,l)-weakly-equivalent. denoted by p p' zf:

o p is healthy at l in both.1 7
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* p has the same view at 1 - 1 in both.

* For every processor q and round k, k < 1. the protocol functions of q at k,
i n p and p' coincide.

We now use this relation in order to formalize the notion of a ck-informative
protocol:

Definition 2 A protocol Y = {F(p,)} is ck-informative if the following holds for
w-(pO

any run p of that protocol: Let p' satisfy p' p, and let ic be any basic predicate
so that

p' 1=Cup.
Then

P C P,.

where p" differs from p' only in that p transmits at I in p" according to F(P'O.

Interestingly, this notion coincides with the notion of an optimal protocol for
common knowledge appearing in [NIT], when restricted to the omission model. We
will see in section 7.1 that this notion bears a close relation to a problem of eagerly
attaining Simultaneous Byzantine Agreement.

A natural problem that arises at this point is finding a simple characterization
of the ck-informative protocols. To this end we introduce some new concepts.
Consider a processor p that by checking the message that some other processor q

transmitted to it at I discovered that q was ill at 1. This can happen if, e.g., q
sends to p at 1 some forged information about some other processor r. and also
M(r,p,l) # 0, so that p knows at I that r was healthy at I - 1. In the Byzantine
case, the only meaningful information that such a message carries about basic

,d predicates is that q was ill at 1.

5' This intuition motivates the following definition: The reduced view of p at
round I in p, RV[p](p,l), is the INPUT that p has received up to and including

4 round I in p and the set of messages that p has sent and received in these rounds.
We exclude, however, every message .11[p](q, p. k), k < I. for which p knew at :

P in p that q was ill at k. Such a message is replaced in the reduced view by the

statement "q was detected ill at k.
We now introduce a basic notion - conveying. Let p be healthy at I in some

run, and assume that p knows the predicate p. Suppose that p wants to inform
*1 q at round I that the predicate p is true. There are many' ways for p to attain

this goal. The simplest would perhaps be to just transmit :. Another, probably
more efficient approach. would be to let p and q have some a priori agreements

%8
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so that. e.g., more typical predicates would require less communication bits than
the rare ones. Conveying completely abstracts the issue of how information is
transferred. Instead, it captures the intuition that one processor informs another

% one of a predicate, provided of course that the recipient trusts the sender, without
mentioning at all the means whereby this is achieved, and no matter how malicious
the unreliable processors are.

, Definition 3 Assume that p is healthy at I in p and p = K(P.t- 1)p.
p conveys (p to q at 1 in p if

p = K(, _)K(q,) (if p is healthy at I then c) .

We say that p conveys its reduced view to q at I in p, if p conveys to q at I
in p the predicate p = "The reduced view of p at I - 1 is RV[p](p,l - 1)". A
protocol is a (reduced) conveying protocol, (R)CP for short, if at every run of that

.-protocol every processor conveys its (reduced) view to all the other processors at
every round in which it is healthy.

In order to introduce some life into the runs that we are considering we must
initiate them somehow. To this end we assume that each processor p that is healthy
at round 1 conveys its INPUT (at round 0) to every other processor.

Another notion we need in this section is information symmetry. The intuition
behind this notion is that the message that processor p, which is healthy at 1,
transmits to a processor q at I completely determines the message that it transmits
to any other processor at that round.
Deiito 4Aprtco r q tq - q

Definition 4 A protocol I = {Fp, )} is information symmetric if ( (p)'oF (p,0)
is independent of q.

To see that this definition meets the intuition that we mentioned above, con-
sider the following rather trivial lemma:

Lemma 1 The protocol .7 = {F1,,)} is information symmetric iff for every pair
of runs p and p' of .7 in which p is healthy at 1, for all processors q and r,
MI[p](p,q,l) = AI[p'](p,q,l) iff AI[p](p, r,l) = M[p'l(p, r,l).

NFinally, we state the central result of this section, which is a characterization

of information symmetric ck-informative protocols:

Theorem 1 An information symmetric protocol 7 is ck-informative iff 7 is an
,cP.

i•.9



5.1 Weak Information Symmetry

In the previous section we introduced the notion of information symmetry. As we
will see in this section this notion is too restrictive in several respects, therefore we
will try to modify it in order to capture more naturally our intuition of information
symmetry.

The changes that we want to introduce involve two aspects of information
symmetry that we find inappropriately strong. Consider again processor p that is
healthy at round 1. Our first reservation about information symmetry is that it
requires p to transmit at I to processors that it knew at 1 - 1 would be dead at I.
Our second reservation is that p is required to convey to q information, which p
knows that q already knows, such as information that p received from q at previous
rounds.

Having stated the drawbacks of information symmetry, we now develop a new
notion called weak information symmetry that on the one hand maintains our
basic intuition about information symmetry, and on the other hand avoids the
drawbacks that we mentioned above.

Consider two processors q and r that p did not know at I - 1 would be dead at
1. We no longer require that the message that p sends to q at round I determine
the message that p sends to r at that round. The point is that p will completely
omit the messages that q transmitted to it before I from its transmissions to q at
1, whereas it may convey them to r.

Not surprisingly, there is a simple solution to this problem. We want the
messages that p transmits to q up to and including 1 together with the messages
that q transmits to p prior to 1, to completely determine the messages that p
transmits to r up to and including 1.

We also require that if p knew at I - 1 that q would be dead at 1, then p should
not transmit anything to q at 1. The skeleton of the definition of weak information
symmetry is now developed.

Definition 5 A protocol 7 is weakly information symmetric if it satisfies the
following two properties:

" Let p and p' be any two runs of .7, let p be healthy at I in both runs, and
assume that p did not know at I - 1 in either run that q would be dead
at I nor that r would be dead at 1. Then, if M[p](p,q,k) = .If[p'](pq,k)
for k < 1, and A\I[p](q,p,k) = AfI[p'](q,p,k) for k < I. then also for every
k < 1, M1[p (p, r, k) = 'f [p'](p, r, k).

" For every run p of .7, if p is healthy at I in p and It knew at I - I that q
would be dead at 1, then M[pj(p,q,l) = 0.

10
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Fortunately this weaker notion of information symmetry preserves theorem 1.
In fact:

Corollary 1 A weakly information symmetric protocol .7 is ck-informative iff .7
is an RCP.

Corollary 1 is the theoretical motivation for the New Information Protocol,
NIP, that we develop in the next section.

6 The New Information Protocol

% ' It is apparent from theorem 1 that the standard Full-View Protocol, FV (cf.
N' [PSLI), in which every processor transmits its view whenever it is healthy, is ck-

informative. It is well known, however, that FV is communication inefficient.
*In this section we introduce another ck-informative protocol, the New Infor-

mation Protocol, NIP. As indicated by its name, the basic idea behind NIP is that
each processor transmits only new information at each round in which it is healthy.

NIP has four appealing properties: First, of course, it is ck-informative. Sec-
ond, it is weakly information symmetric. Third, each processor transmits at every
round as little information as possible, and fourth, it is maximally communication
efficient under various natural complexity measures. This notion of information
will not be formalized in this paper.

6.1 Message Structure in NIP

NIP resembles FV in the structure of its messages. Recall that each message in
FV can be viewed as a union of atoms, e.g.,

M(pijk_,,pi,,l) = U atom

where each atom is an ordered pair of the form

atom = (chain, content).

Now a chain in this case looks like

Pt A2 ... -2 Pik-I

Sand its content is either an INPUT, the empty message 0, or a lie. The semantics
of that atom is that pi, transmitted content to pi, at I - k + 2, and that this infor-
mation reached piat - 1 passing through Pi, Notice, however.

11
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that some processor pif, 1 < f < k, might have forged that content or the head of
that chain (i.e. Pi1 - 2 Ps. ..... Pifl).

We now introduce the format of the messages in NIP. This format will allow
each processor to process and store its information efficiently. We begin by saying
what these messages are not. A message that is transmitted according to NIP is

dnot merely a sequence of chains queued one after the other; instead, it is formatted

as a transmission tree. The transmission tree that p transmits to q at 1, which we
denote by TT(p,q,l), is a tree having nodes labelled with processors' names, a
root labelled p, and no two sons of any internal node having the same label. A
path from a leaf to the root represents a chain that p received at I - 1, and every
such path carries the corresponding content. Notice that the root p can in fact be
dispensed with. We have introduced it since it is easier to talk about transmission
trees instead of transmission bushes.

Another minor difference between the messages in NIP and the messages in
FV is that in NIP we allow the content of atoms to be of the form "processor q
was detected ill at round 1."

6.2 Transmission in NIP

In this section we develop the intuition behind NIP. There are two basic principles
that make NIP an appealing protocol. The first is that each processor checks
the consistency of the messages it receives, and the second is that each processor
transmits only new information at each round. We now expand on these two ideas
by describing their implementation in NIP.

We need a technical detail: In definition 3 we introduced the notion "p conveys
the predicate p to q at I in the run p", for p healthy at 1. Hereafter we extend this
definition also to processors p that are ill at I and to predicates that p claims
at I to have known at I - 1. We are assuming here that the recipient q does not
detect that p was ill.

Consider a processor p that is healthy at round I in some run of NIP. At the
end of that round p receives the messages that were addressed to it. The first fact
that p concludes from a nonempty message that a processor, say q, transmits to it,
is that q must have been healthy at I - 1, and therefore that the information that
q conveyed there is certainly trustworthy. Notice that trusting q at I - 1 might
involve trusting some other processors at I - 3, and this in turn might involve
trusting some other processors at I - 5, and so forth. Thus the mere fact that a
message is nonempty at 1 conveys a substantial amount of information.

The next step that p performs at I is to check the consistency of the messages
it receives. This consistency check is the first basic principle in NIP. Consider the
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message that q transmits to p at 1. The first examination that p performs onl that
message is a standard syntactical test. Next, for every r that p knows is healthy
at I - 1, p uses the weak information symmetry of NIP in order to check that q
conveyed to it at I correct information about r. Similarly, for every r that p knows
is dead at I - 1, p checks that q conveyed to it that q did not receive a message
from r atl1- 1.

We have already said what p checks in the message it received from q at I
concerning each processor r that p knew was either healthy or dead at I - 1. What
can p check in that message if it did not know that r was either healthy or dead?
Well, as far as p knows, r could have sent any message whatsoever to q at 1 - 1.
However, p does~ know that had q been healthy at 1, it should have transmitted only
information that was new to it, according to the second principle, and it should
have checked the reliability of the information that r conveyed to it. Notice that
the latter test is in effect a recursive procedure, since p might have to check next
that q checked that r checked some other processor, and so forth. Now that we
know what it is that p can check, we state that this is precisely what it is going to
check. To test that q transmitted only information that was new to it is fairly easy.
To test that q checked the consistency of the messages that were transmitted to it
is somewhat more involved. p first constructs the reduced view of q at I - 1 based
on the messages that q transmitted to it up to and including 1. p then checks that
the messages that q claimed to have received from each such r could have passed
q's examination in the reduced view that q conveyed to it.

-. In appendix B we prove a central result, which states that when p checks q at
1 regarding the message that q claimed to have received from r at 1 - 1, it need
only check the new information that q conveyed to p that r conveyed to q. In
other words, if q conveys to p at 1 that r conveyed to it some information at I - 1
that was in accordance with what q knew at I - 2, then this type of information
cannot lead to an inconsistency in the message that q sent p at 1. If, on the
other hand, q transmits that information rather than conveying it, then p knows
immediately that q was ill, since this contradicts the principle of transmitting only
new information. This lemma has a strong impact on the communication, time
and space complexity of NIP. In fact it shows that NIP is linear in the number of
lies committed in the network with respect to these three criteria.

We now discuss the second principle, namely, that each processor transmits
only new information when it is healthy. Consider again proce-ssor p after it checked
thle consistency of the messages that it received at 1. Since NIP is ck-informative,
p must find a way to convey its reduced view to all the processors that might be
healthy at I + 1. Let q be a processor that transmits a non-empty message to p

A 13



*at I so that p cannot determine at I that it was ill. Thus q must have conveyed to
p the message that it received from every other processor, say r, which we denote
by

M(r,q,l - I JIN(q,p,l)).

Assume first that M(r,p,1 - 1) # 0 and p could not determine at 1 - I that r
was ill at I - 1. Then, the PIVOT message of p with respect to r at I - I or, more
shortly, PIVOT(r,p,l - 1) is M(r,p,l - 1). The motivation behind this name is
as follows: p does not transmit M(r,q,I - lJM(q,p,l)). Instead, it transmits the
atoms whereby M(r,q,I - 11M(q,p,l)) differs from PIVOT(r,p,I - 1), which we
call the new information that q conveys to p at I about r.

What about decoding? Since M(r,p,l - 1) # 0 and p could not determine at
I - 1 that r was ill at 1 - 1, p must have conveyed M(r,p,I - 1) at 1. Thus, all the
processors that are healthy at I + I can retrieve M(r, q,I - I jMf(q, p,l)) from the
difference that p transmits at I + 1 and the PIVOT.

4The point in transmitting only differences is that if both q is healthy at I and r
is healthy at I - 1, then p will not have to transmit at I + 1 any communication bit
whatsoever in order to convey I(r, q, 1- lJM(q, p, 1)). If, on the other hand. either
q is not healthy at 1 or r is not healthy at I - 1, then each atom that p transmits at
1 + 1 carries at least one lie performed by either q at 1 or r at I - 1. This relation
between the lies that are committed and the atoms that are transmitted plays a
crucial role in the analysis of NIP.

Assume now that p managed to determine either that r was ill at I - 1 or that
the message that r transmitted to p at 1 - 1 was empty. Here p will not choose
J1(r,p,l - 1) to be the PIVOT message. Instead, it generates an imaginary
message M'(r,p,I - 1) as follows: First, for every s 5 r,p, let

." M'(s,r,1 - 2) = AM (s,p,I - 2)

up to weak information symmetry. Now let M'(r,p,1 - 1) be the message that r
would have transmitted at I - 1 had it been healthy there and had it received the
messages that we just constructed. The PIVOT of p with respect to r at I - 1 is
" M'(r,p,l- 1).

Refer to appendix A for a more detailed explanation of NIP.

6.3 The Complexity of NIP

In this section we analyze the complexity properties of NIP. More specifically, for
a given processor p at round I in some run p of NIP, we estimate the number of
bits that p transmits at 1, provided, of course, that it is healthy there. We also
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estimate the time and the space that the routines described in appendix A use for
calculating the messages that p transmits at 1.

We will prove that the intrinsic parameter governing NIP's complexity in a
segment is the number of actual lies performed in that segment. Moreover, NIP is
linear in that parameter.

Before introducing our notion of an actual lie we make two observations: First,
recall that in a ck-informative protocol each processor conveys its reduced view
when it is healthy, and that its reduced view can be represented as a union of
atoms. Second, consider the atom

(Pil -- ik,-

that Pik conveys to q at 1, where/3 = 0 or 3 = "detected ill'. In NIP this atom
conveys to q two basic facts, provided of course that it trusts pi,,. . . ,P k: First,
that M(pi,pi,2 l -k + 1) = 3, and second, that pi, conveys no new information
to Pi2 at I - k + 1 besides M(pi,,PI2 ,1 - k + 1) = f3. The second fact means that
Pi2 views the message that pi, transmits to it as the message 5I'(pi, pi,2 ,I - k + 1)
defined at the end of section 6.2. Thus, a content can be naturally assigned to
each chain of the form

q " - qf - pil -Pik

With these observations in mind we now introduce our notion of an actual lie.
'I Intuitively, an actual lie is simply an atom whose content is incorrectly conveyed.
3' More formally, let q be healthy at I in p, and let r be ill at 1. We distinguish

between two cases:

1. q does not know at l in p that r is ill at l and M[p](r,q,l) # 0.

The atom a is an actual lie that r conveys to q at l in p, if r conveys a to
q at I in p, and

" * If a =('2.l r,a), then INPUT[p](r,l - 1) # c.
3/ * If

"If a = (pi,.. - -* .- Pik, - Pik "-' r,a)

then pi, conveys the atom

(P , ik 1 i

to r at I - 1 in p, where f # a.

15
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2. q either discovers at I in p that r is ill at I or M [p](r, q, 1) = 0.

Let Ni'(rq,l) be the message whose construction we described at the end

of section 6.2. a is an actual lie that r conveys q at I in p if either a is an

atom whose content is incorrectly conveyed to q by r through .1'(r, q.1) as
explained above, or a is the message M[p(r,q,l).

This definition naturally extends to ck-informative protocols other than NIP.

Let AL[p](k,l) denote the number of actual lies conveyed from round k to

round I inclusive in the run p of NIP, where k < 1, and for technical reasons let

AL+[pl(k,l) = AL[p](k,l) + 1.

The content length of an atom a, denoted by jal, is the number of bits used in
order to represent the content of that atom. Let

4 IpI = {lal I a is conveyed in p}.

The following theorem determines the complexity of NIP:

Theorem 2 Let processor p be healthy at round I in the run p of NIP.

1. The number of bits that p transmits at I in p to another processor is less
than,. n((t + 1) log n + Ipj)AL+[p](l - 2,1 - 1).

2. The time needed for calculating the messages that p transmits at I using

the routines described in appendix A is

cAL+[p](I - 3,1 - 1)

where c = poly(n, t, Ip1). The space used in that calculation is

c'AL+[p](l - t - 1, 1- 1)

where, as before, c' = poly(n, t, Ipl).

6.4 Maximal Communication Efficiency of NIP

Consider the following approach for comparing the communication efficiency of

different ck-informative protocols. Compare the total number of bits transmitted
by the processors that are healthy in segments of two such protocols sharing some

basic properties, such as identical CA and INPUT.
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Unfortunatelv. this measure is inappropriate; in fact, for every given run
7; = (n, t, Q. 0,INPUT, CA, ADV) of a ck-informative protocol Q, there ex-
ists a ck-informative protocol 7 and an adversary ADI" such that in the run
03 = (n,t,7,0, INPUT, CA, ADV') each processor that is healthy at a round
transmits at most a single bit to every other processor, and each such processor
conveys precisely the same atoms as the corresponding processor at the same round
in ao. We construct the protocol 7 as follows: Say that p conveys to q at I in a
the set of atoms L. We build Yr so that p conveys L to q at I iff p transmits to q
at 1 the bit 1. The construction of aj" is clear. Thus. the communication efficiency
of protocols can only be measured in some weaker sense.

For introducing our notion of communication efficiency we need the following
definition. Let

a = (pi, - ... - o).

The oc-length of a in the run a, jai[, is max{JaI, 1} if pi does not convey any
-- k-i

actual lie with chain pi - ... pi at k in a, and otherwise, it is max Ibi, for
"" k-1

atoms b with chain pi, - ... +* Pif that pif conveys at k in a.
A ck-informative protocol Ce is Communication Efficient if for every run a

of Ce, and for every other ck-informative protocol r, there exists a run p of .7
satisfying the following properties: First, the parameters n, t and CA are identical
in a and p. Second, the INPUTs in p are no longer than the corresponding
INPUTs in a. Third, for every actual lie that is conveyed in p there exists a
comparable actual lie in a. This means that there exists a one-to-one function
mapping each actual lie (ch, a) in p into an actual lie (ch, /3) in a so that

" I(eh, 3)1. >! j(ch,c,)j.

Finally, for every 1, fewer bits are transmitted by the processors that are healthy
in SEG [a](1) than by the processors that are healthy in SEG[p](I), up to a mul-
tiplicative factor of size polynomial in it and t. The intuition here is that since
exponentially (in n and t) many bits are often transmitted in runs of ck-informative
protocols, the polynomial factor is quite insignificant. Moreover, this polynomial
factor will allow us to establish worst case exponential lower bounds on the number
of bits that processors transmit when they are healthy in runs of ck-informative
protocols.

We now formalize this intuition. Let the Communication Complexity function
of SEG[p](1), CC[p](1), be the number of bits transmitted by the processors that
are healthy from round 1 to round I inclusive in p.

Let Q and 7 be two ck-informative protocols. Given a run a of Q, let the runs
of .7 dominated by a. DOM(7, a), be the set of runs p of 7. so that n, t and CA
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in a and p coincide,

k k
(- q, INPUT[u](q,k)), _ I(- q, INPUT[p](q, k))j

for all processors q and 0 < k < 1, and there exists a one-to-one function mapping
each actual lie (ch,a) in p into an actual lie (ch,3) in a so that I(ch,3)IC
I(ch,ce)I. Notice that the parameters generating DO.1(7,,a) are relatively short

VINPUTs and severely restricted adversaries.

Definition 6 A ck-informative protocol CC is communication efficient if for some
p(n, t) = poly(n,t), independent of the number of actual lies performed in the
network, for every run a of CC, ck-informative protocol .7 and round 1:

CC[o](1) < p(n,t) max CC[p](1).

pEDOAI(Ya)

We state now the main result of this section:

Theorem 3 NIP is a communication efficient ck-informative protocol.

We encourage the reader to develop other notions of communication efficiency,
and to prove that NIP satisfies them. Notice that NIP provides an interesting
0 (actual lies) simulation of the classical FV.

7 The Complexity of ck-informative Protocols

In this section we present a lower bound on the number of bits that are transmitted
by the processors that are healthy in runs of ck-informative protocols in terms of
the parameter t.

Theorem 4 For every n and t and for every ck-informative protocol with these pa-
rameters, there exists a run p of that protocol with IpI = 1 in which some processor

transmits at least ct bits at a round in which it is healthy, for c > 1.

7.1 The Complexity of Simultaneous Byzantine Agreement

The lower bounds presented above extend to the problem of Simultaneous Byzan-
tine Agreement, SBA (cf. [DM]). Motivated by our notion of a ck-informative
protocol, we say that a protocol 7 is sba-informative if, roughly speaking, the cor-
rect processors transmit sufficient information so that if SBA could be achieved at
a round using some other protocol functions corresponding to that round, then it
would also be achieved using 7.

1I8
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Definition 7 A protocol J = {F(p,)} is sba-inforrnative if the following holds for
w-(pL)

any run p of that protocol: Let p' satisfy p' p. and assume that SBA is
attained at I in p'. Then SBA is also attained at I in p", where p" differs from p'
only in that p transmits at I in p" according to F(p,t).

Refining the methods above we can prove the following worst case exponential
lower bound for this type of SBA, which we call Eager SBA.

Theorem 5 For every n and t and for every aba-informative protocol with these
parameters, there exists a run of that protocol in which some processor transmits
at least c' bits at a round in which it is healthy, for c > 1.
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A The Code for NIP

In this section we present a fairly precise description of NIP. We first introduce

the notations that we use in the code for NIP. Next we develop the procedures
whereby the healthy processor p at round I maintains and updates its knowledge

data structure, which we denote by NK(p,l). Finally, we present a program that

generates the messages that p transmits at round I + 1 in runs of NIP, provided

that it is healthy there. The crucial component of that program is. as expected,

N K(p,l1).

A.1 Notations

In order to simplify our presentation we need some notations and conventions.

We adopt a PASCAL-like programming style. Procedure names are written

in capital sans serif style, e.g., UPDATENK(p,/). Names of arrays are written in

capital slanted style such as LB(q,p,l). Labels are written in capital bold style.
e.g. CHECK and comments are written in typewriter style.

And now some notations: M(q, r, I - lIAI(r, p, 1)) denotes the message that q
transmitted to r at I - 1 as conveyed by r to p at 1. Similarly, M(q. r,l I j(q,p.1))

denotes the unique message that q should have transmitted to r at I had it been
healthy there and had it transmitted M(q,p,I) to p (recall that NIP is weakly
information symmetric).

ST(s,r,l - 2jA'f(q,p,l)) denotes the subtree derived from 311(q,p,l) (in fact
from the transmission tree that it denotes), by following the path starting at the
root (labelled q) going through its son labelled r and reaching the son of r labelled
s. Now ST(s, r,I - 21M(q,p,1)) is the subtree rooted at s.

Similarly, PRUNE(r,q,l - 1LB(q,p,l)) denotes the subtree derived from

LB(q,p,l) by first following the path starting at the root (labelled q) and end-
ing at its son labelled r. Then PRUNE(rq,I - 11LB(q,p, I)) is the tree resulting
from LB(q,p,l) after pruning the subtree rooted at r.

A.2 The PIVOT

In section 6.2 we introduced the second principle of NIP, namely, that each proces-
sor transmits only new information when it is healthy. To this end we introduced
the PrVOT message.

Let p be healthy at I in a run of NIP, and let q be a processor that transmits a

non-empty message to p at I so that p cannot determine at I that it was ill. Thus q
must have conveyed to p the message that it received from every other processor,
say r, which we denoted by, M(r.q,l - 1.I(q.p,1)).
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If p could not determine at I - 1 that r was ill at I - 1 and .3,r. p.1 - 1) 6 0.
% then the message that p received from r at that round is the PI1OT message of

p with respect to r at I - 1, PIVOT(r,p,I - 1).
Assume now that p managed to determine either that r was ill at I - 1 or that

the message that r transmitted to p at I - 1 was empty. Here p will not choose
._f(r,p,1 - 1) to be the PIV7OT message. Instead, it generates an imaginary
message 3['(r,p,l - 1) as follows: First, for every s 5 r,p, let

I'(s,r,l -2) = .11(s,p,l - 2)

up to weak information symmetry. Now let MN'(r,pj - 1) be the message that r
would have transmitted at I - 1 had it been healthy there and had it received the

J messages that we just constructed. The PfVOT of p with respect to r at I - 1 is
.11'(r.p,l- I).

The intuition behind the PIVOT message is as follows: p does not transmit

% *JAI(r,q,I - 1[1 (q p,l))

at I + 1. Instead it transmits the atoms whereby .1(r, q, I- lIM(q, p, 1)) differs from
PlY'OT(r,p,l - 1). We will show in appendix A.4 how this difference is evaluated
in NIP.

A.3 The nc-state

In section 3 we introduced a partition of P x X based on the crashing assignment -
CA. We now introduce another partition based on the knowledge that a processor
has at a round in which it is healthy. More specifically, let p be healthy at I in
p. We define the following partition of P x M1 into five sets which we call the
nc-state(p, 1):

" nc-healthy[p](p,l) = {(q,k)I p knows at I in p that q was healthy at k }.

• The sets nc-ill[p](p,l) and nc-dead[p](p,l) are defined similarly.

" nc-pseudo-healthy[p](p,1) = {(q,k)l p knows at I in p that q was either
healthy or ill, but it does not know which of the two }.

The set nc-pseudo-dead[p](p,l) is defined similarly. Here the uncertainty
is between ill or dead rather than between healthy or ill.

Thus (q,k) E nc-pseudo-healthy[p](p,1) means that p knows at I in p that q
was either healthy or ill at k, but it cannot determine which of the two. This can
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happen in the following situation: p receives a message from q at round k, for
some k < 1. from which it could not determine that q was lying at k. Moreover, it
does not receive any message from q after k, and it gets no additional information

indicating that q was ill at k.
We will find it useful to consider the following subset of nc-ill[p](p.1):

'S, nc-detected-ill[p](pl)={(q,k)j k < 1 and (qk) E nc-ill[p](p, k) }.

The idea is that if (q,k) E nc-detected-ill[p](p,l) then it is not only true that p
knows at 1 in p that q was ill at k, but it actually could determine that fact at

round k by examining the message that q transmitted to it at k.

* Also, let

nc-failing[p] (p, l)= nc-ill[p] (p, l) U nc-pseudo-dead[p] (p.l) u nc-dead[p] (p.)

4 and let
nc-known[p] (p, l)= nc-healthy[p] (p, l) U nc-dead[p] (pl).

A.4 The Operators A and 7

We introduce now the two binary operators that allow the coding and decoding

of the messages in NIP: A and 7. Consider AX first. Denote by C(.M) the set of
atoms conveyed through Mi, for i = 1, 2. Then, Al\1 A .1 2 is basically an efficient
encoding of C(M 1) \ C(M 2 ).

These operators might be better understood by considering a simplification of
the problem. Assume for the moment that each message transmitted in NIP is

really a set of atoms instead of a transmission tree. Consider the following two
messages:

Al1 = {(chi,ci),(ch 2,a2),(ch 3 ,a3)}

Ml2 = {(chi,al), (ch2,32), (ch3,a3), ch4,34)}

where chi, i = 1 ... 4, denote different chains and , i = 1. 4, and 3,, i = 2,4.

denote distinct values for content. In this example

A1 AM - {(ch 2, 02), (ch 4, o(4)}

where f4 is the content corresponding to ch4 as conveyed by the processor that
transmitted Al1 . Roughly speaking, the effect of A is to discard from its first
operand each atom that also appears in its second operand (hence. it is not svN-
metric). Further, an atom that appears in the second operand carrying a chain cA
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that is missing from the first operand will appear in M1 A-L /2 as an atom carrying
both ch and the corresponding content, which was conveyed by the processor that
transmitted the first operand.

More specifically, let Pik be healthy at I in a run of NIP, and let Pik-, satisfy

(Pi,_, , I- 1) E nc-pseudo-healthy(pik,1 - 1). Assume that Pik did not know at 1- 1
either that Pikl2 was healthy at 1 - 2 or that it was dead there, i.e., (pik, _l - 2)

nc-known(pj,.l- 1).
We now construct the tree

DIF = A1(pi,_2, pi,_,, 1 - 21W(pik_, Pik, l - 1)) A PrVOT(Pik_ Ipk,l - 2)

by examining the following cases.
Assume first that MI(pik 2' Pik, - 2) 0 0 and Pik did not detect at 1 - 2 that

*€ Pil_2 was ill. If pi k- conveys to Pik at 1 - 1 that .XI(pipiIl - 2) = 0. then

DIF = (pi,, Pik-1 -1 Pi" 0).

IfAI(pi 2 ,pia,-2) = 0 and Pi,- conveys to Pik at 1-1 that -'1(Pi_2'Pi -,1-2) =

0, then
DIF =0.

Here AI(pik_,,pik'' - 21Nt(pi,_a,pi,l - 1)) = 0 is implicit in Pi 's transmission at
1. Notice that if

A-- I(Pik 2 ,Pi-, ll - 21M(pijk_ IPk, 1 - 1)) = PJVOT(p.. o,pik,l - 2),

then DIF = (pi,_2 - pikl 1-- Pi,,=). The case where Pik-, conveys to pik at

- 1 that it detected that Pik_ was ill at I - 2 is treated similarly.

Assume now that Pik-, neither conveyed to Pik at I - 1 that

AI(Pik-2 1Pik- 1 1 - 2) =0

* nor detected that Pik,2 was ill at I - 2. Here, we construct DIF as follows. First,
let

= INPUT(pi,,,l - 3,\f(pi _,pikI - 1))

' -= INPUT(pik 2,1 - 3jPIVOT(p,.,pI , - 2)).

0. Then the atom

is included in DIF iff a 5 ce'.
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Second, consider the atom

a = (pi, .... -Pk 
2 Pik_,,a) E l(pi , p - 2K1(I, _,I ,iI - 1)

If for no 1 < f < k - 2 is the atom

a = (pi, ...-. p,,3)

conveyed in PiVOT(pik- IPik
1

1 - 2), where 3 = 0 or 3 =detected ill", then let

a' {Pi, 1-3 , ta = (Pi .. "-

be the corresponding atom conveyed in PII'OT(pi,_p, pi,, I - 2). In this case the

atom

(Pi . ... 1 1 Pi - Pik, c)

is included in DIF iff a - a'. If, on the other hand. af is conveyed in

PIVOT(p,.k_2,p., - 2)

for some f, then a is included in DIF regardless of its content.
The case where ,a, _2, Pi)

( .... -- p,_, ') E PIVOT(pipk P 2)

but p,,_, conveys
(1-2(Pi, - . .- ' P k -2 l-._2 Pik,_, , )

to Pik at I - 1, with a # a'. is treated similarly.

Having completed the operations above, we delete redundant information from

DIF. For every atom

a = (Pi, . pi,.a) E DIF

no atom of the form 1-i
"p. (~ 'Pi,---... - Ppk,'')

should be in DIF.
The operator V is roughly the inverse of A. If 13 denotes 111 A AL2 . then

-1 .fi = M1 3 7 Af2.
The effect of A and V on transmission trees instead of on sets of atoms is

now self-explanatory. Further, the time and space that these operators require
when applied to transmission trees is linear in the sizes of the firs-t and the second
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operands, up to multiplicative factors of polynomial size in n. The key idea is again
a proper choice of the data structure. Every transmission tree will be represented
as an n-arv tree, where each node may be connected to at most n - 1 other
nodes representing the other n - 1 processors, and to a special node carrying the
content corresponding to the chain defined by the path from the root to that
node. We represent each such node by a vector of size n containing pointers to
its sons. Locating a pointer to a son involves only 0 (log n) time. Executing A
involves visiting nodes in the transmission tree of the first operand in, e.g., depth
first search order, and adding or deleting pointers in some nodes according to the
second operand and the data structure described below.

A.5 The Data Structure

The data structure that each processor p that is healthy at a round I uses in every
run p of NIP is called the Necessary Knowledge Data Structure and is denoted
by NK[p](p,l). It is an efficient data structure for encoding the knowledge of p
at round I in p, and it is especially designed for allowing swift updates as new
information flows in.

The data structure NK[p](p,l) is a graph in which both the vertices and the
edges are labelled. Each of its vertices denotes a pair (q, k), where q is a processor
and k is a round, for 0 < k < 1. The vertex corresponding to (q, k) is labelled by the
nc-state[p](p,l) of q at round k, and is denoted LB(q, k). The vertex corresponding
to (q,O) is labelled nc-healthy[p](p,l) for all q.

There is an edge between two vertices (r, f) and (s, k) in the graph iff r :A s
and If - kI = 1. The label of the edge ((r,k - 1),(s,k)) is denoted by LB(r,s,k).

If p knew at 1 that r was healthy at k, then LB(r,p,l) would only carry
INPUT(r, k). Otherwise, LB(r,p, k) carries only that part of the new information
that r conveyed to p at k that p can trust at I only if p knew at I that r was healthy
at k.

For s 5 p, LB(r, s, k) is undefined unless p knows at I that s was healthy at k+ 1.
In that case LB(r, s, k) carries the new information that s conveyed to p at k + 1
about AI (r, s, k), that is, the difference between M(r, s, k) and PIVOT(r, p, k).

A.6 The Procedure for Updating NK

Processor p inductively constructs NK[p] (p, 1) from both VK [p(p. I - 1) and the
O. messages it receives at round I as follows:

Base (I = 1): For every (qO), LB(q,p, 1) - M(q,p, 1). All the other edges in
NK[p](p, 1) are not labelled.
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Step: Assume inductively that NK(p,l - 1) was already built. Contricr
NK(p,l) by invoking the routine UPDATENK(p.I) that is described below

This routine performs three basic tasks: First, for every q so that I(q,1, 1!) -P
p trusts the information that q conveyed to p at I - 1. Next, for every q so that
m.\(q,p,l) $ 0, p examines the consistency of the message that q transmits to it at
1. Finally, for every processor q so that either (q,l - 1) E nc-pseudo-healtliv(,.1)
or (q,l - 1) E nc-pseudo-dead(p,1), p checks if there are enough witnesses To prove
that q was in fact ill at I - 1.

Procedure UPDATENK(p,/)
:This procedure constructs NK(p,l) based on NK(p,l - 1) and on
;the messages that p receives at round I.

For every (q,k). k < 1
LB(q,k) in NK(p,l) - LB(q,k) in NK(p. - 1).

4
* For every q so that AI(q,p,l) #0. trust the information
:that q conveyed at 1- 1.

For every q satisfying M(q,p,l) 0 0
TRUST(q,l - 1)

For every q so that M(q,p,l) 0. examine the consistency
* of the message M(q,p,l).

For every q satisfying ZM(q,p,l) 0 0
EXAMINE(q,p,I)

For every q so that either (q,1 - 1) E nc-pseudo-healthy(p.) or
(q,1 - 1) E nc-pseudo-dead(p,I), check if there are enough

; witnesses to prove that q was ill at 1- 1.
For every q s.t. LB(q,l - 1) = nc-pseudo-healthy(p,l)

If CHECKILL(q,p,I) then LB(q,l - 1) - nc-ill(pI)

For every q s.t. LB(q,l - 1) = nc-pseudo-dead(p,l - 1)
If CHECKILL(q,p,l) then

LB(q,l - 1) 4- nc-ill(p,l).
TRUST(q,l - 2).

RETURN

Routine TRUST(q. k)
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* This procedure adopts the information transmitted by (q~k).
If LB(q,k) =nc-healthy(p,l) then RETURN

* Else
LB(q.k) i-nc-health y(p,l)
For every son r of LB(q,p,k)'s root

L B(r, q,k -- 1) - ST(r,q,k - 1ILB((q,p,k))
If LB(r,q,k - 1) 0 then

If LB(r,k - 1) =nc-pseudo- healthy (p, 1) then
LB(r,k - 1) '-nc-ill(p,l)

If LB(r,k - 1) =nc-pseudo-dead(p,l) then
LB(r,k - 1) 4-nc-ill(p,I)

TRUST(r,k - 2)
* For every r st. LB(r, k + 1) = nc-pseudo-healthy(p~l)

If r lied about il(q, r, k) at k + 1. i.e.. ST(q, r, kILB(r,p. k + 1)) $~
* then LB(r k + 1) 4- nc-ill(p, I)

LB(q,p,k) - INPUT(q,k)
RETURN

Routine CHECK-ILL(q,p,l)
This procedure checks whether there are sufficient witnesses
for letting LB(q,I - 1) be nc-ill(p, 1) instead of either

-~:nc -pseudo -healthy(p. 1) or nc -pseudo -dead(p, 1).
Let FAIL = Inc-failing(p,l)1.
If there are more than t - FAIL processors r. r 0 p. r 54 q.
s.t. AI(q, r.1 - IAI(r,p,1)) :A A(q, r,lI - 11,1,I(q, p,lI - 1).
i.e. ST(q, r,1 - 1jLB(r,p,1)) 0

then RETURN(TRUE)
else RETURN(FALSE)

Routine EXAMINE(q,p,1)
Examine the consistency of AM(q,p,1) by showing that for every r

2 at 1-i q conveyed at I consistent information about that r.
Thereafter, set both LB(q,I) and LB(q,p,l).

* Check the syntax of the message

For every r, r $q. r $p
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CASE
LB(r,1 - 1)= nc-healthy(p,l)

If Af(r,q, I- I[IM(q,p,1)) = JI(r,q.l - lI f(r,p.l -1))
then LB(q,p,l) - PRUNE(r,q,I - lLB(q,p,l))

Else DETECTILL(q,p,I): RETURN
LB(r,I - 1)= nc-dead(p,l)

If M(r,q,l - lIM(q,p,l) = 0
then LB(q,p,l) - PRUNE(r,q,1 - 1jLB(q,pl))

Else DETECTJLL(q,p,1); RETURN
Else,

.~ If -iNEWINFORMATION(r,q,p,l)
then DETECTILL(q,p,1): RETURN

TREE -- ST(r,q,l - 1LB(q,p,l))
If -'CONSISTENT(r,1 - 2,TREE)

then DETECTILL(q,p,I): RETURN
ENDCASE

SETLABEL(q,p, 1)

LB(q,l) - nc-pseudo-healthy(p,1)
RETURN

Routine NEWINFORMATION(r,q,pl)

.Check that q conveyed to p at I only new information about r.

For every atom (. - s -- r -2 q,a) E M (q,p,l)
1-2

Let ( ...- s - q, 3 ) be the corresponding atom in RV(qI - 2)
If ce = 3 then RETURN(FALSE)

:Check that atoms carrying 0 content were conveyed only when
Sreally needed.

For every (pi, -.... - pi, '- q, 0) E M (q, p, 1). where p, = r
Vp. 1-1

,. If (Pi, - - Pia - ... "-1 q,o,) E Af (q,p,1)
then RETURN(FALSE)

e RETURN(TRUE)

Routine CONSISTENT(r, k, TREE)

Check the consistency of the information that r claimed to have

received at k. assuming that the information conveyed in TREE
is reliable. Notice that the root of TREE is labelled r.
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Find the nc-known(r, kITREE) processors at k- I based on

RV(r,k - 1) and assuming the information in TREE.
For every s satisfying .11(s, r, kjTREE) # 0

lf(s,k - 1) E nc-pseudo-healthy(r,k - 1)
then TRUST(s,k - 1)
else RETURN(FALSE)

.'-. Check the consistency of the messages that r received at k.

First check that if (w,k - I) E nc-known(r, kjTREE) then there

is no chain in TREE of the form ... - , - s - r.

CHECK:
For every (w,k - !) E nc-known(r,kITREE)

If a son of TREE's root has a son labelled w
then RETURN(FALSE)

;Next check that processor r checked at k the consistency of

:the message that it received from every son s of TREE's root.
For every son s of TREE's root

NEIVTREE .- ST(s, r, kITREE)
If -CONSISTENT(s, k - 1, NEVTREE) then RETURN(FALSE)

RETURN(TRUE)

Routine DETECTILL(q,p,l)
LB(ql) - "detected ill"
LB(q, p, 1) - detected ill"
RETURN

',f Routine SETLABEL(qp,l)
Create LB(q,p,I) by first constructing a single node tree. with root V labeled q.

S'

Next. append a son to that node with label I.YPUT(q.1 .AI(qp,1)).
* Finally. for every r. r : p and r j q. s.t. LB(r,I- 1) is neither nc-healthy(,.l)

nor nc-dead(p,l). append the root of the tree
A.. A(rq,l - I1f(q,p, l)) n PlVOT(rp,l - 1)

WO. to P,. This tree can be computed efficiently using the formula in section A.8
.RETURN
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A.7 The Transmission Procedure

The transmission procedure for processor p at roundi~ / + I iii a runl of NIP liivolve,
twc steps: First, p constructs the data structure NIC (pl) by up(lating NK(pJ!- 1)
according to the messages that it received at round 1. Next, for every' s such that
LB(s.1) is either nic-pseudo-healthy(p~l) or nc-detected- ill(p. 1), it merges the labels
Lfl(q,p,l)}q~p., thereby creating the transmission tree TT(p.s.1 + 1). If, onl the

other hand, p has see n t faulty processors by the end of round 1. it knows that all
the transmitting processors were healthy. Thus the only information it transmits
at 1 + 1 is its I.NPUT. The transmission procedure follows.

Procedure NIP-MESSAGES(p,I + 1)

This procedure generates p's transmission at 1-i-1.
UPDATE-NK(p. I)
For every s

If LB(s,l) = nc-pseudo-healthy(p,I) then TRANSMIT(p.s,! + 1)
If LB(s.1) = nc-healthy(p,l) then TT(p~s,I + 1) - L.VPUT(p,l)

RETURN

Procedure TRANSMIT(p,s,l + 1)
This procedure generates Ml(p~s, I+ 1),

Create TT(p, s, 1 + 1) by first constructing a single node tree, with root vi
labelled p. Next, append a son to that node with label INVPUT(p.l).
Now, for every r, r i4 p and r *$s, make the root of LB(r,p.I)
a son of v

./ RETURN

A.8 Routine SET-LABEL

S.S In this section we indicate roughly how to evaluate the tree LB(q. p.1) used inl
routine SET- LABEL. Notice first that

ST(s. r, 1 - 21LB(q.p. 1)) _2 .1(s, rJl - 21M1(q. p.1)) L .11s. rJl - 2 !.1I(rJp.I -1)

W\e consider the two terms onl the right hand sidle.
Bv (lehillitiOl.

Ai' 2'AI(il. p.l1)) = ST(.,. r. I- 21.1f(q, 1),) 7PII'dTU(,,I - 2 1,1(q, 10 - 1)).

.- k- '.iii fu)r the nioiorent that
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is The case where the two terms above are different is treated similarly.

Recall that
"1 -(s,q,I - 2) = LB(s,q,l - 2) 7 PIVOT(s,p.l - 2),

and using the associativity of V,

M(s, r, 1 - 21-\(q, p, l)) =

(ST(s,r,1 - 21M(q,p,l) 7 LB(s,q,1 - 2))7 PIV'OT(s,p.1 - 2).

Also,

.l(s.r,1 - 21M(r,p,l - 1)) = ST(s,r,1 - 21LB(r,p,l - 1)) 7 PPVOT(s,p,l - 2).

But we have the following relation,

v l) (., v Al) = .,, '

thus,

ST(s, r,1 - 21LB(q~p,l))

{ST(s,r,l - 2IM(q,p.l)) 7 LB(s,q,l - 2)} L ST(s, r,1 - 21LB(r,p,l - 1)).

The time and space used in evaluating this formula is estimated in the proof
of lemma 13 in appendix E.2.

B The Consistency Test in NIP

In this section we prove that the consistency test of messages performed in NIP is
as effective as the most general consistency test. More specifically, let p be healthy
at 1 in a run of NIP. Suppose that p tries to determine whether q was ill at I by
examining the message that q transmitted to it at I. It is fairly f-imple for p to
check whether q forwarded correctly the messages that q received at I - I from
each r, so that p knows at 1 that r was either healthy or dead at I - 1. When p
does not know at 1 that r was either healthy or dead at I - 1, then the only facts
that p may and will check, are that q transmitted only new information about r
and that q checked at I - I the reliability of the message that r transmitted to it.

J, In lemma 2 we prove that p need only check that q checked the consistency of
the new information that q conveyed to p at I about r. To this end consider an

Extended New Information Protocol called ENIP. The routines that define ENIP
are ilentical to the routines of NIP with one exception: In ENIP the routine
CONSISTENT checks all the atoms that are conveyed iistead of checking just the
new information.

Here is the routine CONSISTENT used in ENIP"
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Routine CONSISTENT(r, k, TREE)

:This is routine CONSISTENT in ENIP.
: Check the consistency of the information that r claimed to have
:received at k. assuming that the information conveyed through
TREE is correct.

Find the nc-known(r, kjTREE) processors at k - 1 based on
RV(r,k- 1) and assuming the information in TREE.

For every s satisfying Af (s, r, kITREE) 57 0
If(s,k - 1) E nc-pseudo-healthy(r,k - 1)

then TRUST(sk - 1)
else RETURN(FALSE)

:Check the consistency of the messages that r received at k.
First check that if (w,k- 1)E nc-known(r, kITREE). then nok
atom of the form (... - w - s - r,a) was conveyed by s to
r through M(s,r,kITREE) that is inconsistent with
(wk- 1) E nc-known(r,kITREE).
In NIP the following test is performed instead:
If a son of TREE's root has a son labelled w

then RETURN(FALSE).
CHECK:

For every (w,k - 1) E nc-known(r, kjTREE)
If some s conveyed to r at k an atom of the form

(... - w -- s - r, c) through M(s, r, kITREE)
that is inconsistent with (w,k - 1) E nc-known(r,kITREE)

then RETURN(FALSE)
* Next check that processor r checked at k the consistency

*of all the messages that it received.
: In NIP the following ''for'' statement is performed instead:

For every son s of TREE's root
For every s

NEIVTREE - ST(s, r, kITREE)
If -'CONSISTENT(s, k - 1, NEIVTREE) then RETURN(FALSE)

RETURN(TRUE)

In lemma 2 we state that this strong consistency check is no more effective
than the consistency check in NIP. In fact. p detects at / that q is ill at I in ENIP
iff it does so in NIP.
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Leinima 2 Fur qzten I.N'PUT. ('.4 and appropratt .AD. It 1, and 1J, be run,

o f NIP and E.VIP wltr th,.s, paramr 'trs. Then E.\lv) = E.VN;,

Pr.. f F r t. c:t;, .. t.(' I)NSISTENT cii, TREE by ('N and TR

\\V * A..~~' 1 . I tl;. 1 r an1d 1I111l[,tIr I t 1.;t i '! 1. pr)e.- ors transmit

Ba--e I = I "F: ',ia . 'N Ti':,r iiv, ki

Illtcx ,-.t. - :, .. l.r,..-.r'. tr i-n t -\ p r , the saniet niessages
up) to and ii i i. .l r 1*Iili,hru , \'V, ,w t It t. t !I will al.o transm it

tile Samne nes l - at I I

This claim Is trivil for ill iroi -ors at I ,- 1 a.- w.,UI a.- for lead processors
there. We are titeref ,re letft with ithe healthy proces,-,!, is t I 1. For every such

%j healthv proce"..,}r at I - I we iu t show that at I tliat ,rs.-or had precisely the

same reduced view in p and iili ,

Let p,k+ be ulich a healthy processor at I + 1. and azsiiine that processor p,,
transmits to p,,+, at I. If p,, was either healthy or dead. there are no problems.
The case that does require careful examination is when p, is ill at 1. In fact
we must show that (pi,,l) E nc-detected-ill[p](p,,+, 1.) iff (pi,, ) e nc-detected-

2' ill[P9 ](P,,+,, ).

The -if" case is trivial. We concentrate therefore on the "only if- part. We
prove the following slightly involved claim by induction on J, the depth of the
recursive invocation to CN.

-4 1. For every depth j sequence of recursive invocations to CN with parameters

(Pi,_kl - 2, TRk_1 ), (p,_, l - 3,TRk- 2 ).... (p,_, - j - 1, TRk_)

in p there exists exactly the same sequence in pE.

*2 2. CN(pi_,,l -j- 1,TRk-i) returns FALSE in p at step CHECK iff
* CN(p,_k , - j - 1,TRkj) does in pE.

3. If there exists a depth j sequence of recursive invocations to CN with

parameters
. ',ts (pi,-, ,lI - 2, T1?k_), (pi,_2,l - 3, TRk_2) ....(pj,_,,l - j*- I,TR _-))

.,

in pE, and if there is no such sequence in p. then CN(p,, .I-j-1. TRk._)
returns TRUE in pE.
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We now present the proof of the inductive hypothesis.
Base j = 0: NIP and ENIP are identical before invoking CN.
Inductive step: We proceed to prove 1, 2 and 3.

Proof of 1: By 1 in the inductive hypothesis, if there exists a depth j,-
sequence of recursive invocations to CN in p then there exists exactly the same
sequence in pE. By 2 in the inductive hypothesis. the call to CN at depth j - 1
in that sequence in p returns FALSE at step CHECK iff it does so in pE. By 3
in the inductive hypothesis, if there exists a recursive invocation to CN within the
depth j - 1 call in that sequence in pE that does not appear in p, then it returns
TRUE in pE. The statement now follows since whenever CN is recursively called
in p, it is also called in pE.

Proof of 2: This is the crux of the inductive claim. Obviously, if (V, I - j- 2) E
nc-known(pik, .1 -j- 1) then CN returns FALSE at step CHECK ii.) p when
examining the atom

1-j-I

in TRk-j iff it does so when examining the same chain in pE.
Problems may arise therefore only while examining in pE some atom

(... -* w --- 8 P PI C)

that does not appear in TRk-j and so that (w, I - j- 2) E nc-known(pi,_, , I1-- 1).

In pE this atom might create an inconsistency, whereas in p it is not checked at
all. We now show that this atom need not be checked.

More formally, assume that in p the call to CN at depth j did not return
FALSE at CHECK, whereas in pE that same invocation returned FALSE. Thus.
for some w such that (w,l - 2) E nc-known(pik_ , , l - j - 1) and for some s so
that the atom

-.. W -S -"eP)_

is not in TRk-j, this atom carries new information to Pik_, at I j 1. Carrying
new information means that the atom

,..(_ - U -j-2 Pk, 3

satisfies 3 # a.
We show this to be impossible by considering the following three cases:
Case 1: M(w, pi,,l - j - 1) $ 0 (in both p and pE).
Then (w', I - 2) E nc-healthv(pil -I - 1) and s conveyed correctly to 'i,

the information it received from w. Further, since the aton

>,.(... -- , - s - en
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is not in TRk-. s conveyed the same atom to Pik_, and to Pik atl-j-1 (in
RV(piJ - 1)). By assumption the call to CN at depth j in p did not return
FALSE at CHECK, thus Pi,_j conveyed

(...-w-.s - L' Pij, a)

at 1 j 1, which is not new information - a contradiction.

Case 2: M(w,pik,l - -1) = 0 and .11(w, pi,-,, I - d - 1) 00.
Since V(wpik_,, I - - 1) #0 and since the call to CN at depth j in p did

not return FALSE at CHECK, then atoms of the form

cannot carry new information to Pik-_ - a contradiction.

* Case 3: M(w,pik, 1-j - 1) = O and M(w,pi,-,,l-j- 1) 0.
M(u,p,-,I,- j- 1) = 0 implies that (w,l-j-2) E nc-dead(p,,.l- J- 1).

and the meaning of the ato-m that makes CN return FALSE at CHECK in pE

is that s conveyed to Pi,-, (and also to Pik) at I - k - 1 that it received some
nonempty message from w. We proceed to show that this leads to a contradiction.

If for some f < I - J- 2, (w, f) E nc-dead(pi,, , I - j- 3), then Pik- conveyed
that fact to pi, at I-j - 2, and therefore Pik believed it at I - j-1. Thus. Pik
also knew at I j 1 that w was dead at I - j- 2. Now s conveyed that same
atom also to Pik, therefore the healthy Pik at I - j - I should also have discovered
that s was ill at I - j - 1, which it did not - a contradiction.

Otherwise, there is no such f, and in particular, pi,_, did not know at I - j - 3
that w would be dead at I - j - 2. Assume next that pi,_ discovered at I - j - 2

that w was dead at I - j - 2, that is., (w,l - J- 2) E nc-dead(pk ,,/ - j - 2).
Thus Pik, discovered only at lj 2 that w was ill at l -j-3. This could
have happened only after invoking the procedure CHECKILL within procedure
UPDATENI. It follows that there are more than t - FAIL messages that are
different from M( w, p,k_ 1 - j - 3) that were transmitted to PI,_ at l - -2. At
least one of the processors that transmitted such a message. say v. was healthy at
1 j 2 and also at 1 j 1. Thus Pik knew at I j I at least two different
versions of the messages that w transmitted at I - i - 3: One from pk-_ at I - j - 2
and the other from t, at I - j - 2.

Recall now that Pik knew at I - I1 that both pi, _ and r were healthy at
1- j- 2, therefore it also must have known that w., was ill at I - j - 3 and therefore
dead at 1 - j- 2. Thus Pik should have detected at I j that s was ill at
1 j 1 a contradiction.
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, We are left with one more case: (it.l -j - 2) 5 nc-dead(l,_, .1 - j- 2). Thus

p,,, discovered only at 1 - j - 1 that t, was ill at 1 - j - 3. Another look at routine
UPDATENI reveals that there must have been at least one call to procedure
TRUST. and therefore there must have been some r so that .I(v. pjk_,. -j- 1) #
0. Thus pi,_, trusted 3I(v, pi_.1 - j - 2) and inferred thereby that i' was ill at
I-j- 3.

Recall that by assumption the call to CN at depth j in p did not return FALSE
at CHECK, thus the atom

l1-j-I

*?. cannot carry new information to Pik_ - a contradiction.
This completes the proof of item 2 of the inductive hypothesis.

Proof of 3: Assume there was a depth j sequence of recursive invocations to
* CN with parameters(pi - , T- l.

(pj V -2, T4-1),(Pi,2'-, 1 R-2)i...(pik,- 1,TRk-J)

'-in pE and that this sequence is absent from p. Thus there exists a minimal
f, 0 < f !5 j so that CN(pj,_f,l - f - 1,TRkf) is invoked in pE, but not in
p. Therefore CN(pl_ +,,- f,TRk-f+i) (or EXAMINE(pik,pk+k,.) if f 0) is

called in both runs. Since there was no recursive call to CN(pk-f , 1- f- 1, TRk-f)
in p, the subtree that Pijf+, transmitted about pi,-f (in RV(pik.1 - 1)) was
either empty, -detected ill" or a single node labelled Pik-f carrying an INPUT.
The interesting case is the third. If f = 1, then PikI and Pk receive the same
messages at I - 2 in RV[pE] (pik, - 1), up to the weak information symmetry of
NIP. Thus, the recursive call to CN(pikfl - f - I.TRkf) in PE returns true iff

Pik checks the consistencv of the messages that it receives at I - 2 in pE. But since
.If[PE](pi, 'Pk.i ,l) 5# 0, p,, is healthy at I - 1 in pE, and therefore it certainly

K. checked the consistency of the messages that it received at 1 - 2. The argument

for f > 1 is similar. Just notice that Pikf and Pik receive the same Inessages at
k - f - I in RiipE](pik , - 1), up to differences due to weak information smviinetry.
This completes the proof of item 3 of the inductive hypothesis. i

C CK Characterization in NIP
In t-is section we itroduce the critical round of a run p at a round / which we

denote (71 p](l). It plays a central role in the classibication of the facts that are
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common knowledge at round 1 in the run p of NIP or of other protocols. Ref='r
to [DM and [.MT] for a similar definition in the crash and the omission models
respectively.

Let N[p](k) be the number of processors that fail at k in p. Let the seyrment
critical round of run p at round 1, sg-CR[p](1), be the smallest round number I
such that the following threshold inequalities are satisfied:

t-,N[p](k) _l-k for j< k <1.

The critical round of p at 1, CR[p](I), is defined by

CR[p](1) = mi sg-CR[p'] (1).

Roughly speaking, the basic property of CR[p](I) is that the states, INPUTs
and transmissions of each processor q at k, so that k > CR[p](l) and q does not
fail at CR[p](l), are not common knowledge at 1 in p. Refer to [MT] for more
details on the relation between facts that are common knowledge at a round and
the critical round corresponding to that round.

C.1 CK Evaluation in NIP

In this section we develop a procedure that allows every processor that is healthy
at a round in a run of NIP to evaluate the critical round.

The definition of the critical round indicates that evaluating CR[p](1) might
involve checking all the runs in the I-similar equivalence class of p. Surprisingly.
each processor p that is healthy at a round 1 in p need only consider runs that
are (p, 1)-equivalent to p for performing that evaluation. Fortunately, the data
structure NK[pj(p,l) naturally engenders a method for calculating the critical
round at 1.

The idea behind the procedure that p uses in order to evaluate the critical
round is as follows: After having assigned nc-states(p. I) to every pair (processor,
round), p assigns at 1 another type of state which we call the pr-statc(p. I). There
are basically three different types of pr-state(p,/): pr-healthy(l,). l)pr-ill(/,.) or
pr-dead(p.1). The crux of the problem is the choice of pr-state(1. I) for pairs that

are either nc-pseudo-healthy(p, 1) or nc-pseudo-dead (p. I).

C.2 A Procedure for Evaluating the CI?

The procedure that processor p uses at round I for ev:liti h lhe critical round

at 1 follows:
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f.,

Procedure CR(l)
For every (q.k)

(q. k)'s pr-state(p,l) - (qk)'s nc-state(p.1)
EVALCR(I)

end

Procedure EVALCR(k)
k - JUMP(k)
If there exists some in so that (p,. k) E pr-pseudo-dead(p.l)

then LB(pm,.k) - pr-il(p,l)
TRUST(pr, k - 1)
EVALCR(k - 1)

Else RETURN("CR(1) = k)

Procedure JUMP(k)
Let 6- -t- I (qk) E pr-dead(p.l)u pr-pseudo-dead(pl)}J
If 6 > I - k then RETURN((JUMP(I - 6))
Else RETURN(k)

This procedure for evaluating common knowledge readily generalizes to deter-
ministic protocols other than NIP.

D The Proof of Theorem 1

We begin this appendix by proving the following justification of our definition of
an information symmetric protocol:

Lemma 3 The protocol 7 = {F(pj)} is information symmetric iff for every pair
of runs 7 and a' of 7 in which p is healthy at 1, for all processors q and r.

_11[a] (p. q. 1) = .\I[o'] (p, q, 1) zff Af [o,] (p, r, 1) = I[a'] (p, r, 1).

Proof: => Assume that .11[a] (p, q.l) = Af[a'] (p. q. l). Then

F qF 1) (V[( (pI- 1)) F q',,)(1,[1'(p.l - 1))

Implying that

!,(F q -1 Fq (V o, (p F -l o q " '(,jp( .,0 (0 ( ]) 1, ) (.
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Since 7' is information symmetric,

o ( - 1)) = (,a))  F 0)(01'(p,1- 1)).

Now, this implies that

FrPj)(V[1, (p,l - 1))= F(;.,(v[a'](p~l- 1))

and therefore *fI[al (p, r,l) = .\ [a'](p, rl).
4- Let [aj(p, 1- 1) be a view; thus, by definition, p is healthy at I in a. Let

V[a'](p,I - 1) E (F7 o))- o Fq (V,[a](p,l - 1))

where again p is healthy at I in a'. Then

F(P.(V[a(pI - 1)) = F 11(V[a'](p,l- 1))

implying that .1[al(p,q,l) = -1[a'](p.q,l). Applying the assumption, we have
.\f[a](p, r,l) = .11[a'](p, r,l), which implies in turn that

I, V[o'](p,oI - 1) - o FP,)(V[a](p.l - 1)).

The following lemma redefines our notion of conveying by replacing each knowl-
edge operator with an universal quantifier.

Lemma 4 Assume that p is healthy at I in p and p K(pl)C.(p:-i)(qd)

p conveys ,o to q at I in p iff, for every p' p and for every p" p', so
that p is healthy at 1 in p", p" p (.

We proceed now to prove theorem I by the following lemmas:

Lemma 5 If a protocol 7 is an RCP, then 7 is ck-informative.

Proof: Following the notations of definition 2, let 7 = {F(p,)} be an RCP. Let
w-(p,l)

p be a run of 7, let p' satisfy p' 2 p, and let ,- be a basic predicate such
that p' H Cjic. We show that p" Cup, where p" differs from p' only in that p
transmits at I in p" using F(p.).

Let 7' and j" be the protocols in p' and p" respectively. Pick an arbitrary run

a of 7" satisfying a p, Thus, for some runs crj of 7". j 0. 1....,
~~(P.-, ) (p .. . ,) (P,2.t (I", ,J)

a7 (7 ,1  O,, _. - . - 1  0 a() = .
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%We mav assume without loss of generality that p 5 Pi+, for each j = I.
. n - 1.

We successively modify each run erj into another run 0i.also of ". so that the
following conditions are satisfied for j = 0. 1.

1. CA and INPUT in Oj and aj coincide.

2. All the messages in SEG[Oj](I) are identical to the corresponding messages
in SEG[orj (1), excluding possibly messages MI(q,p, k), where k < 1, such
that (q,k) E nc-detected-ill[orj](p,l).

3. If p is healthy at I in both Oj-i and Oj, then p has the same view at I -1

in both, i.e., V [O-II](pI - 1) = V[0j](p,I - 1).

(p., .1)
4. Oj_ 1  , Oj.

The salient point of this construction is item 3. Indeed, once the 0's are con-
structed, we will modify the protocol function of p at round I in these runs. Since
whenever p is healthy at 1 in both 0i-i and 0i,

V[0jp-](p, - 1)= V[0j](p,l - 1),

p will transmit precisely the same messages at I ir the two resulting runs, thus
(p', ,)

maintaining the relations. Here is the inductive construction of the O's.
Base j = 0: Let 0 o = o.

Inductive step: Assume that for k = 0, 1...,j - 1, runs Ok satisfying the
conditions above were already constructed. We proceed to construct 0,. Recall

(p, 3)
that aj-i o j, and consider the following two cases:

Case: pi $ p. Let q stand for p,. Thus V[o_-](q,/) = V[oj](q,1). By item
2 of the inductive hypothesis, V[Oj-ij(q,l) = V[aj-i](q,l). Thus, V[Oj-i_(q,l) =
V[o,](ql).

Consider first the case where p is healthy at I in both 0 _ and Oyf. Since .7 is
an )CP, RV[Oj._l(p,l - 1) = RIV[aj](p.I - 1). Now construct 01 so that all the
messages in SEG[O](1) are identical to the corresponding messages in SEG[Orj(l),
excluding possibly messages M[.0] (q.p. k). for k < l. so that (q, k) E nc-detected-
ill[aj](p, I). Let each such message .! [O I (qp, k) be 1I[O_-](q, p, k). It is apparent
that this construction satisfies 1. 2 and 3.

Next we show that O, is a legitimate run of 7". We argue first that p transmits
precisely the same messages up to and including round I to corresponding proces-
sors in 0_- and a. I leed. thi follows from V [),_ (q.l) = VKI('I(q.l) and froim
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the fact that p conveys its reduced view at each round, and therefore it conveys
all the messages it sends to all the other processors at that round. Second, by the
construction of Oj, p transmits, up to and including round 1, precisely the same
messages in both Oj-i and Oj. Thus, up to and including I, p transmits the same
messages in both 8j and ora. It follows that each processor other than p receives
precisely the same messages in these two runs, and therefore it also transmits the
same messages. This proves that Oj is a legitimate run of Y'".

Finally, to show 4, recall that

,.,. V[OyJ(q,l) = V[a il(q,1)-

(q,t)
Thus, Oj_ 1 ; Oj.

Up to this point we have assumed that p is healthy at I in both 0 j-1 and aOj.
Consider now the case where p is not healthy at 1 in one or both runs. In this
case just let Oj = oj. Here conditions 1 to 3 are easily verified. Condition 4 is

(qit)
proved as follows: By 2 of the inductive hypothesis, Oj- oj-1. By definition,

(q,t) W 0
aj-1 -- aj. Thus, O-1 - or, and from the way we constructed Oj, Oj- - Oi.

Case: pi, = p. The treatment here is very similar to the one above. In fact,
construct O exactly as in the previous case. We now show that this construction
is legitimate and that it satisfies 1 to 4.

To show that Oj is a run of 7", we need only state that p transmits in 0j
precisely as it does in oj. This is apparent from 2 of the inductive hypothesis,

(p.')which implies that p transmits identically in Oj_ 1 and oj-1, and from rj_ 1 :1 : oaj.

We proceed to prove 1 to 4. 1 and 2 hold from the way we constructed Oj.
By 2 of the inductive hypothesis, all the messages in SEG[Oj-1 ](I) are identi-
cal to the corresponding messages in SEG[oj_-1(I), excluding possibly messages
M[OjJ(q,p,k), for k < 1, so that (q,k) E nc-detected-ill[apj-](p,l). From the
way we constructed Oj, for every such q and k, .I[Oj](q,p~k) = 1I[Oj-](q,p,k),
and all the other messages in SEG[Oj](1) and SEG[ja,](l) are identical. But by

(p)
assumption, aj-1 .. aj, that is V[orai](p,!) = V[oj](p,l), thus we also have

VtOj_,](p,l) -- V[Oj](p,l). This proves 3 and 4.

For each j = 0, 1, .... m, we successively construct a run Aj of 7' as follows:

* INPUT and CA in Oj and .\j coincide.

e All the messages in SEG[Aj](1) are identical to the corresponding messages
in SEG[Oj](I), excluding possibly the messages that p transmits at I.
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" If p is healthy at 1 in O, then it transmits according to 7' in Aj.

" If p is ill at I in 0, (and therefore p 0 pi, and p $ , ) then:

- If p is healthy at I in Oj_ ,, then let

Al .I[Aj I(p, pi, 1) = 3I[A,-,](p,p. I).

- If p is healthy at I in 0 +, then let

AI[A] (p, pi,+, 1) = .[Aj+ I 1(1.P+,. ).

- If p is ill or dead at 1 in 0j+ , then let

A,[Aj](p,pj,,l) = MV[A\+](p.p,)+,.l) =.

Notice that these assignments of messages are always possible since, by
assumption, pi # Pi,+1 "

By item 3 in the construction of the O's. and by the special treatment in the

case that p is ill at I in some of the Aj's, we conclude,

(p,-, ,,) (P, _ , 1) (P,2 J) (p. ,1)
dAm, ,zt Ami,,,. Ai I AO =p'.

But p' Cr&, thus Am '. Recall that for each J = 0,1.. m, the CA and
INPUT in aj, Oj and Aj are identical. Thus, since p is a basic predicate and

a = am, a ,o. Therefore p" H CIp. I

Lemma 6 If an information symmetric protocol .7 = {F(pt)} is ck-informative,
then 7 is an .ZCP.

Proof: We show by induction on the round number I that the information sym-
metric and ck-informative protocol jr is an ZCP.

Base (1=1): By definition, RV(p,O) = INPUT(p,O) for every p E P. The

initial assumption about 7 implies that every processor that is healthy at 1 must

convey its INPUT and therefore also its reduced view.
Step: Assume inductively that every processor s that is healthy at k in a7

conveys its reduced view for k = 1. - 1, and a ssmiie by contradiction t hat p

does not convey its RV to q at '111 (7.
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By lemma 4 there exist two runs a' and a" of 7 so -. at a' ( T. a" z T'. 1,

is health,, at I in o", and RV[a"](p.- 1) $ R'?,](p.I - 1). But '[,''(p,/- 1) =

V[a[ (pl - 1). implying that R'[oi"j(p,I - 1) # RI [a'B(p.I - 1).
(P.- 1) (q0) (Pl-

2
) (W.J- I

The relations a' a and o" - a' imply a' - a and aT" 17'

respectively. Applying the inductive hypothesis and since I > 1, p conveys its RI
to all the other processors at 1 - I in a. Again by lemma 4. RI° i' 2 (p. I - 2) =

/?V[1a](p,/ - 2), implying RI [a"](p.! - 2) = R1 [a'](p.l- 2).

How could it happen that

* RV[a"](p, - 1) : RV['](p,I - 1)

but

RIv[a"](p,l - 2) = RV[a'](p.! - 2)*.'

At least one of the following two situations must have occurred:

S1 There exists some processor r satisfying the following two conditions:

R1 .\I[a"](r,p,l - 1) # .\l[a'](r.pJ - 1).

R2 It is not the case that both (r,I - 1) E nc-detected-ill[a'] (pI - 1) and
(r,l - 1) E nc-detected-ill[a"](pI - 1).

S2 INPUT[a"](p,l - 1) 6 INPUT[a'](p,I - 1).

We argue that if either SI or S2 holds, then 7" is not ck-informative.

Consider first the case where S1 holds, but S2 does not.
Let {r},L1 be the set of processors such that

A\[a"(r,p,1 - 1) : .\I[a'](r.,p, - 1).

Assume by contradiction that for some such rj , .\l[a'](rj,ql) 0 o. First. q

knows at I in a' that rj was healthy at I - 1. Second, a" (. o', implying that
f[o"] (r,,q,l - 1) = .Nf[a'](rj,qJl - 1). Finally. from the information symmetry of

and by lemma 1, M[a"j(rj,p,1 - 1) = M[a'](rj,p.! - 1), a contradiction.
Thus, .[a"[(r,,q. ) = .f[o'(r,q,1) = (. for all i = -. ,n. implying that

P each (r,,1 - 1) V nc-healthy(q.l) in both a" and a'.
RI and R2 imply that one of the following two events must have occurred:

El For at least one j E { 1 ... .. (r,/ - 1) E nc-lseudo-healthy(p./ - 1) in

either a" or a ' . Denote by r the r2 with smallest j satisfying the above.
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E2 Fr ill 1.. to, .1l i'(r, 10. - 1) = nil {r,,! - 1) E i-~etd

illrc'' . o r %,I(( versa ( ev I a I I e (T" ;tijI (7')

Consider El fi rst. Assuime w~ithbout loss of genera Iirv t hat ( r. - 1) E iic- pseudo-

Ithv~.I-1). Thus, there exists a runl T zz (' Ii which r is healthby vt

(,,iistr mt a run 1) of .7 so that the rnwssitges inI SE(J'lp' (/ 1) coincide withI
tl, iwin I S EG( i1(1 - 1) ex\cI(ludin:

1. For z= 1.rni, let M [p] (ri,p, I I) = [Ma"]( r: .p.l 1 1). It fol lows
therefore that 1V[P](p,I - 1) = ti1u"1(p't - 1).

2. Some t processors fail at I - 1 in p. All the processors that fail at 1I inl
p). excluding r. do not transmit to q at I1.

4

Notice that the CA and INPUT in p can be readily defined to satisfy the
above, and that since t processors fail before I in p (including ri, for i' =M~).

p) Is completely specified.

WXe now prove that 7 is not ck-informative in p. Let j)' be a run that differs from
Sonly in that the processors that are healthy' at I in p' transmit their corresponding

views (at I - 1). Note that p' has been designed so that p' : - p. The processors
that are healthy at 1 in p' receive t empty messages. thus, they know that the
transmitting processors at 1 are healthy.

By the information symmetry of .7. each processor s that is healthy at I in
P' knows that r was ill at 1 - 1. The intuition is that since .1[1o"](r. p. 1 - 1) #

AI~'](r pI - 1). r manifests its illness at I - 1 in p by transmitting m~essages that
are inconsistent with the information symmetry of its protocol. To be more precise.
note that if s assumes at I that r was healthy at I - 1. then it may apply leninia I
for calculating AI[p'] (r, p, I - 1) from M [p'] (r, s,I1 - 1). Now, 3I[p'](r, s. I - 1) =

1[ (,,1- 1), and M [p'] (r, p,I - 1) = M["] (r, p, I - 1). But )["] (r, 1) - 1)
'[&] (r. p,i - 1): thus, since s knows at I that p was healthy at. 1 it also knows that

r must have been ill at I - 1.
Recall that q conveys to all the processors that are healthy at I in j' that it

received t - I empty messages, heie each processor that is healthy at / in p'
knows that t other processors failed at I - 1. Thus, the views of the processors
that are healthy at 1 in p' are common knowledge at I in In particulIr, the

basic predicate rce s r was ill at I - 1. Alise pI-C hafit
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Consider now p" which differs from p' only in that p transmits at I according

to " in p" rather that transmitting its view as in p'. By construction,

1, [p"l(P- ( ) = V[o"](p,l - 1),

implying that M[p"](p.q,l) = \[a"](p,q,l). Recall that V[u"](ql) =

and V101(pI - 1) = V[&](p,1 - 1). hence,

M\I[a"] (p, q,l) = AI[c'](p. q,1) - (p, q,l).

Thus. q does not know at I in p" whether M\[p"(r,p,l - 1) is AI[&](r.p.l - 1).

in which case r could have been healthy at I - 1 in p", or .A[p"] (r,p.1 - 1) is
M [a" (r, p,l - 1), in which case r was ill at I - 1 in p". Therefore. p" --C1 ,z

,. implying that 7 is not ck-informative.

Consider now E2: Assume without loss of generality that AI[a'] (ri,p, - 1) = o

and that (ril - 1) E nc-detected-ill[a"] (p, I - 1). Construct a run p. similar to the
* one above, so that the messages in SEG[pl(I - 1) coincide with the messages in

SEG[a'](1 - 1) excluding:

": 1. For i = 1 .... ,m, let M[p](ri,p,l - 1) = M[a"](ri,p,l - 1). It follows
" therefore that V[p](p,l - 1) = V[a"(p,l - 1).

2. For i = 1, ... , m, ri does not transmit at- 1 in p to any processor

excluding p.

3. Some t processors do not transmit to q at I-1 in p.

., Notice again that the CA and INPUT in p can be readily defined to satisfy the
above, and that since t processors fail before I in p (including r,, for i = 1. . m)

* p is completely specified.
Let p' be a run that differs from p only in that the healthy processors at 1 in p'

transmit their corresponding views. Note again that p' has been designed so that
"6 '- (p,)

".,* p1  p.

* The healthy processors at 1 in p receive t empty messages, thus, they know that
the transmitting processors at I are healthy. They know that r, was ill at I - I
from the transmissions of p at I and they know that t processors failed at I - 1.
Thus, the views of the healthy processors at I in p' are common knowledge at I in

def
p'. In particular, the basic predicate c = "r, was ill1 at / - I" satisfies j)' ~C

*o •.Consider now p" which differs from p' only in that 1 transinits at / according
to 7 in p" rather that transmitting its view as in p. Bv construction

:.', V~pl~p~- 1)--I'[a'](pI - 1),
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U
implying that .I[/'](p. q, l) = M[&"] (p, q, 1). Recall that V [a"1 (q. I) = Va'] (,j.l)
hence. . a"1 (p.q,l) = [a'(p, ql). Thus. q does not know at I in p" whether
.tp"(rip.l - 1) is . t[o'1(r,,p,l - 1), in which case r coul have been dead at
I- I in p", or X1[p"](rl,p,l - 1) is 31["](rip,I - 1), in which case r, was ill at

I - I in p". Therefore, p" -C , implying that 7 is not ck-informative.

The case in which S2 holds is treated similarly. I
.pV

Thus, we have proved:

Theorem A (weakly) information symmetric protocol 7 is ck-informative iff 7
is an P.CP.

E The Proof of Theorem 2
O

E.1 Part 1

We prove the first part of theorem 2 by the following sequence of lemmas:

-Lemma 7 Assume that the processor pi, transmits at I the atom

a = - p- ... pi,1 )

i, in a run p of NIP where it i3 healthy at 1. Then .1[p](PiPik'l - 1) = 0 for all
j= 1 ... -"

Proof: We prove the lemma by induction on the number of processors k appearing
in the chain of the atom transmitted. For k = I and k = 2 the lemma is trivial.

Assuming that the lemma is correct for chains with less than k processors, we
prove its correctness for chains with k processors. Assume by contradiction that for
s' some j, MI[pJ (pi, ,I P,-1) #0 , where 1 < J < k -2, and let j be the biggest such

* j. We will see in the following lemma that the assertion MV[pj(p ) .- pik, I - 1) # 0

together with the consistency test in NIP, allow very little freedom to what any
processor pi,-,, for j <1< k-1, may convev to any other processor at 1-k+j- 1
about the content of the atom (Pi. - Pi, k+j-2 Pwithout

detected ill by the receiving processor.
6-, To make this claim more precise let b = (Pn - pi,, - p,,,a). for

- < j < k, and consider the four one-parameter predicates ,i, for = 1, .... 4:
6-!"" 46
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- p (b) iff pi, is healthy at 1 - k + J 1 in p, and pi,_ conveys to pi,
at that round the atom

(P 1-k+ 3 -2 .

* p = : 2 (b) iff pi is healthy at I - k +j - 1 in p, and pi,_ conveys to pi
II

at that round the atom

(pi L-k+j-2 3)

where j" < f < j - 1, and 3 = "detected ill" or 3 = 0.

- p , 3 (b) iff pi, is healthy at I - k + j - 1 in p and pi either detects at
I- k + j-I in p that pi.- was ill at I - k + j- or

A* M[p](p;,_,pi,,l-- 1) = .

Sp P 4 (b) iff pi, is not healthy at I- k+j -1 in p.

Finally, let o V j. The following lemma specifies some of Pik's knowledge
at 1 - I in p if pi. transmits to it at I - 1 a non-empty message.

Lemma 8 Assume that Pi, is healthy at 1 - 1 in p. Let f[p](pi,.'Pil - 1) # 0
for some J*. I < j < k - 2, and assume that pi,. conveys to Pi, at I - k + j" the
atom ( 1: -k+j'-I5, " € ,  ~~(Pi - Pi2 .. - Pi.,c .

Then for any processor pi,, j* < J < k - 1,
) . l-k±,-1

and p "((p, .. - p ,,oa))

and p ((p,, - )).

Proof: We prove this lemma by induction on k - j*, the length of the subchain
Pil .+1 --* j Pi'.

Base k = + 1: Here we need only show

This holds by assumption.
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Inductive step: Assume that the lemma is correct for numbers smaller than
k - j*. Here is the proof for k - j. If pj,-_ is not healthy at I - 2 in p. then

P. -- p,,_,,)1-2

and

P H ?P3((Pi P, 0))

Otherwise, let PI be healthy at 1 - 2 in p. Since A.[p](p,*,pp.1 - 1) $ 0.
also .I[p](p,..p~k_,,I- 2) # 0. By the inductive hypothesis, for all P, and
j <j <k- ,

1-k+j-1
- P..- p,,, a))

and

1-2

We proceed to show

p (a)

where as above, a = (p -. ... pi G,).
First, by assumption, p V- c4 (a). Second, pi, discovers at I - I in p that pj,-_

is ill at I - I or that .\[p](p,_,p,,l - 1) = 0 iff p p3(a). Assume next that
p V: p3(a). Thus,

I_ - 1) E nc-pseudo-healthy[p](pi, I - 1).

Applying the inductive hypothesis. p H p(a'), where

a' = p;, - - oda= -- " - Pik-1

Thus, p H V p, (a'). Clearly, p V - 4 (a'). Consider first the case where pi,_, is
healthy at I - 1 in p. If p H ol(a'). then p H ,,o (a). Similarly, p H ,2 (a') implies
that p C P2(a). Finally, if p C3('), then p p2(a). Thus. since p (') we
have p ,c(a).

Next assume that pi,-, is ill at I - 1 in p. Since NIP is ck-informative and
by assumption (pk_,,1 - 1) E nc-pseudo-healtlv[W](pi,,I - 1), p,,_i must have
conveyed to p,k at I - 1 in p one of the following two atoms:

11- Pik- I :
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2. (p, -- i, 3). where j* < f < k- I and 3 = detected ill" or
"-' .3 = 0.

In the first case. if -1 a. then .1I[p] (pil,_,.p,,, - 1) will fail the consistency

test that Pik runs at 1 - 1 in p. Since this contradicts (E,. - 1) E nc-pseudo-

healthy [p] ](pi,.1 - 1). -, = a: thus p , i , I(a). The second case implies ) : 2(a).

Therefore. p > ; (a). I

We now continue the proof of lemma 7. By assunlption. pi, transin its at I the

atom a = (pij - . . . Plk a). thus.

(pi,_,.l - 1) E nc-pseudo-healthy[p](P~k.1- 1).

By lemma 8 and the consistency test in NIP. pi,. must have conveyed to pi, at
S- k +j the atom

* (Pi, I-k+j*-i

Clearly, 3Ip] (p. .Pi, ,I - 1) 0 0 implies that 3If[p] (p,.. P, I - 2) # 0. Thus. by

lemma 8. p 4i). where
-A-

S= (P ... - Pk_2 - Pik Q)

We consider the following three cases: First, if p : , 1(a). then recalling how A
is evaluated. Pik should not have transmitted the atom a at 1 in p - a contradiction.

Second. anume that p ,.2(a). Recall that

(pi,.- 1) nc-pseudo-healthy(p., .1- 1).

and P,, conveys to Pk at I - 1 the atom

b= "- ".. . Pik-_

a We distinguish between two cases: Assume first that Pik convey's to Pik at
1 1 - 1 that p,-,, transmittcd to it the atom

1-3C = ( P i , P- ' - I ik _ , o ) .

Then by the inductive h )othesis' p,k, must have conveyed to pAk at 1- 1 that

2I conveyed to it that .\I(l),.,p, .,.l- 3) = 0 for I I ..... - 4. Since 1),k
transnlits a at 1 1 __ mnust have con\e ed to Plk at / - I that

*P(P k- . - 2) = 0.

-.
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and for the ,ame 1eason. -If(P'k_ .p,.I - i) = 0. Thus. -f(1,.l, .1 - = for
..= .. . , -2. This contradicts the existence of j.
A"sisiiic next that Pik conveys to at I - I that p_ conveyed hut did not

transmit the atom c to it. Then recalling how A is evaluated. Ik sould not have
transmitted a at 1 in p - a contradiction.

Finally. the case where p ? ;3( ) follows similarly. This completes the
proof. I

Corollary 2 Assume that the processor Pik transmits at 1 the chain
• l-1

P Pi.., • Pi

z n a run of NIP where it is healthy at !. Then k < t + 1.

Proof: Bv lemma 7. for j = 1 . k.. ," - 2. 1fI(pj, .1 - 1) = O. Clearly I" - 2 < t.

but we argue that in fact k - 2 < t. Indeed. had Pk seen precisely t processors
failing at I - 1. it should not have transmitted anything besides its I.NPUT at
that round. Thus. k < t + 1. I

Corollary 3 Each processor that is healthy in a run of NIP use,, at most

(t + 1) log 7i

bits for transmitting a chain.

Proof: The processor uses the trivial binary encoding of that chainI

Lemma 9 If the processor Pik transrmts at 1 the chain p, - , -p . i in
a run p of NIP where it is healthy at 1. for k > 2. then at least one of the follOwing
three must have occurred:

1. Pi_, conveys an actual lie with chain 1), -1 p, to lat
1 - 2 in ).

r. 1-s

. Ii _.2 conveys an actual lie with chair l, - -- Pi_ to , at* 1 -2 in Ip.

2 11-n€'. .9. [h_ concel/s an actual lie withi c/iazrn mq - P2l
l  

-- I' k-2 to Ilk at
,', / - 2 in p.
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Proof: Assume by contradiction that none of the above hold. Then the chain

P1- - pj, . Pik_. that Pik- conveys at 1 - 2 carries exactly the same

content to both pi,_, and Pik. Moreover. the chain pi, - P,2 " 2 pi,_, that

Pk-i conveys to pk at I - 1 also carries that content. Finally, since Pik follows

NIP at 1. it will not transmit the chain pi - p - P,, - a contradiction.

We now prove the first claim of theorem 2. The idea is to pick. one at a time.
each chain consisting of at least three processors that Pik transmits at 1. and To
mark the last actual lie performed on that chain. Lemma 9 implies that the only
actual lies that will be marked are the ones perpetrated in rounds I - 1 and I - 2.
A more careful examination shows that each actual lie at 1 - 1 is marked at most

. once, and that each actual lie at I - 2 is marked at most n - 2 times.
More precisely, let Pi, be healthy at 1 and assume that it transmits the chain

Pl pi, " Pi at 1, where k > 3. Lemma 9 motivates the introduction
of the following marking of actual lies. If Pik_ conveys an actual lie with chain

' 1-2
Pi - Pi - - Pik, to Pi, at I - 1, then mark it; this actual lie is of type 1.
Otherwise, if Pi-2 conveys an actual lie with chain pi, - -2 Pik to
pi, at. I - 2. mark it. and refer to it as type 2. Finally, if none of the above hold.

,.3 thatmark the actual lie corresponding to the chain pi, - pi2  Pi. 2 that Pik-2
must have conveyed to Pi, at I - 2 and call it type S.

We now prove the following three lemmas referring to actual lies of types 1. 2
and 3:

Lemma 10 Every actual lie of type 1 is marked at most once.
-2

Proof: For every actual lie of type 1 with chain pi, - pi, -i ,-_,, there

exists at most one chain. pi, . Pik- Pik, that Pik may tranm-it
atl. I

Lemma 11 Every actual lie of type 2 is marked at most once.

Proof: Similar to lemma 10. I

Lemmna 12 Evcrt actzual lie of type 3 is marked at most n 2 times.

0
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Proof: For every actual lie of type 3 with chin ',, - - t. - . here

exists at most n - 2 chains. Pi , -. - -, aild
q - pi, that Pik may transmit at .

And now the statement and proof of the first claim of theoreii 2:

Corollary 4 The number of bits that the processor p transmit, it rourld I to (in-
other processor in a run p of NIP where it is healthy is less than

,,((t--1) log,, + Ip ).AL [p,(l - 2,1 - 1).

Proof: It follows from the discussion above that p transmits at I less than

4- ,,.-AL[pl(! - 2.1, - 1)

atoms whose chains consist of at least three processors. p also tranismits less than
,t atonis whose chains consist of preci-eIv two processors. and oe atom whose

" ". chain consists of a single processor, namely p.

Thus, p transmits less than

nAL+[p](1 - 2.1 - 1) = nAL[,j(l - 2.1 - 1)1- (, - 1) + 1

-, atoms. N ow, by corollary 3, each atom that p transmits at 1 requires at most

(t + 1) log ,, + IeI
-a

%a hits. I

E.2 Part 2

We now prove the second part of theorem 2 which states that:

0' Lemma 13 The time needed for calculating the messages that p transmits at I in
p using the routines described in appendix A is

cAL [p](1 -3.1- 1)

where c = poly(n. t, jpj). The space used in that calculation is

c A L+[p(l - - ,1- 1 )

where, as before, c' = poly(n. t, pIl)-
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N2 Before proving this statement we need the following two lemmas:

Lemnia 14 Let p be healthy at round I in a run of NIP. The sum of the sizes of
the messages that p receives at I is bounded by AL+(l - 2.1) times a low degree

* polynomial in n, t and IWI.

Proof: Let L(q,p.l) denote the number of actual lies that q conveys to p at 1.
Let RD(p.l) denote the number of actual lies that were conveyed to p at 1: thus
RD(p.1) = Zq L(q,p,l). Let y be a bound on the number of bits that are required
in order to represent any atom in NIP. By lemma 3 we may let

= (t + 1) log n -+- lp.

Using the estimates in appendix E.A

M -(qp,)I _ p L(q,p,l) + E L(r,q.1 - 1) + (n - 2) L (s,q-2)
r

+ L(s, r, I - 2) + ,}
q, r

Summing over q, q :A p,

.1l(q,P.1) 1 ! {EL(q,p,l) + L(rql ) (n- 2)_ L(s,q.l -2)
. f q q q,r q ,s

+ E L(s, r,I - 2) + n1
l" .%q,s,r

- < {RD(p,1) + AL(I - 1,1 - 1) + (n -2)AL(I - 2,1 -2)

+ (n - 1)AL(l - 2,1 - 2) + 2}

< < n 2 pAL + (l - 2,1) I

Lemma 15 Let p be healthy at round 1 in a run of NIP. The size of

UrLB(r,p,l- 1)

S. is bounded by AL+(l - 2,1 - 1) times a low degree polynomial in n. t and 1/)I.

Proof: Following the notations of lemma 14 we argue that
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LB(r,p,l - I)[ p L(rp,l - 1) + -L(s,p,l - 2) + ZL(s,rl - 2) + 1

Summing over r, r p.

UrLB(r p 1i L (r, p,l 1) + L L(s, p,lI- 2)

+ BL(s,r,1 2)+ n
rs

P p {RD(p,l - 1) + (n - 1)RD(p,l - 2)

+ AL(l - 2,1- 2) + n}

< npAL + (l - 2 ,1- 1)

We proceed to prove lemma 13.
Proof: We examine bottom up the complexity of each of the subroutines in NIP.
To this end consider a processor p that is healthy at round I in a run of NIP. We
estimate the time it spends in the different routines.

Subroutine DETECTALL is 0 (1) and subroutine CHECK-ILL is 0 (n). Invok-
ing TRUST is 0(n) provided that no recursive calls to TRUST are made within
it. Since there may be no more than t such calls, the complexity of TRUST is

Sti(nt).
The total time that p spends in routine NEWINFORMATION is bounded by

the size of the messages that it receives at I times a low degree polynomial in n
" and t.

Evaluating the time that p spends in CONSISTENT is a little m re involved.
At any given call to CONSISTENT, there are at most n invocations to TRUST,
which is 0(n 2 t), and the time spent at step CHECK is 0(t2). Now when CON-

SISTENT is invoked with parameters r, k and TREE, the number of recursive
calls to CONSISTENT is no more that the number of internal nodes in TREE.

Thus the total time that p spends in CONSISTENT is bounded by the the sum
of the sizes of the messages that it receives at 1, times a low degree polynomial in
n and t.

Consider now routine SET-LABEL. The main computational effort in that

routine is spent evaluating the formula

{ST(s, r,I - 21M(q.p,1)) 7 LB(s,q,l - 2)} A ST(s, r,l - 21L B(r,p,l - 1))
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for every s and r. We evaluate that formula by first scanning the transmission tree

ST(s. r, I - 21IA(q.p,1))

and next the transmission tree

ST(s. r.l - 2LB(r,pil - 1)).

.. , Thus the time spent in SETLABEL(q, p, 1) is bounded by the sizes of botl M(q, p, 1)
and ULB(r,p,l - 1) multiplied by a factor as above. Thus the total time spent
in calls to SET-LABEL is bounded by the sum of the sizes of the messages that p
receives at 1 plus n times the size of UrLB(r,p,l - 1), with all this multiplied by
a factor as above.

Therefore the total time that p spends at I in routine UPDATENI( is bounded
by the sum of sizes of the messages that p receives at I plus the size of UrLB (r, p. 1 -

* 1) with all this multiplied by a low degree polynomial in n and t.
Now, by lemma 14 the sum of the sizes of the messages that p receives at I

is bounded bv AL+(/ - 2,1) times a low degree polynomial in n, t and pl. By
lemma 15 the size of UrLB(r,p,I - 1) is bounded by AL+(1 - 2,1 - 1) times a low
degree polynomial in n, t and [p1. This completes the first part of lemma 13.

The second part follows since the number of processors defining any chain that
is forwarded by a healthy processor in NIP is no more than t + 1. I

F The Proof of Theorem 3

In this appendix we prove theorem 3 which states:

Theorem NIP is a communication efficient ck-informative protocol.

Proof: Fix a run a of NIP, a ck-informative protocol 7 and a round 1. We will
construct a run p E DOM (3ra) so that

CC[O] (1) < p(n, t)CC[p] (1).

In the process of doing so we will explicitly construct the polynomial p(nt). We
assume hereafter that A = A = {O, 1}.

In order to simplify the construction of p. we first modify or. Let r be ill at k and
Slet q be healthy at k+ 1, both in a. Suppose that q detects at k in (7 that r is ill at k.

Then we let r transmit to q at k in the modified run the message 31'(r, q, k) defined
at the end of section 6.2. Thus, in this new run (rk) E nc-pseudo-healthy(q, ,'),
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the me sages that are transmitted at k + 1 and k + 2 are modified only slightly.
and the messages that are transmitted at other rounds remain as in (T. Notice
that each actual lie that r conveys to q at k in this modified run corresponds to
an actual lie in a. In p, we will let r convey these actual lies to q at k as well, so
we may assume hereafter that a itself satisfies the above.

We first construct an auxiliary run a, which is very similar to a. but in which
some atoms have the form (ch, xch), where Xch is an undetermined content. x,l
will be assigned an element in {O, 1}* when we construct p from or.

Let the parameters n, t, 7, 0 and CA in ax be as in a. Thus, for ax to be
fully specified we need to choose an adversary and the inputs. In order to do so
we sequentially scan the processors at rounds 1 to I as follows: We start with p,
at round 1, then P2 at round 1, up to p,, at 1. Next we scan P, at round 2, po at
round 2, etc.

Suppose that we are currently scanning processor q at round k. If q is either
ill or dead at k in a we proceed to its neighbor. Otherwise, q is healthy at k in (.
Consider each of the atoms (ch, c) that q transmits there.

k-i
. First, if ch = - q, then let that chain carry the content Xzh in a1 . Second, if

ch = Pi k-l q, Pif is ill at k - 1, and q is the processor with smallest index that is", p:s"1 , i n T h i d as u e t t
healthy at k, then let that chain carry the content xch n a. Third, assume that

ch = Pi, - ... - k-i q and piG conveyed the actual lie (pi, - -2

to some processor at k - 1. Then let ch, = p,- ... - PIJ k- r. If -a,, has not
yet been assigned for any r, then let ch carry the content Xch in a1 .

Finally, assume that ch = Pi, - ... -p Pii q and Pif did not convey anyk-I

actual lie with chain pi, - - pif in a. Thus, by lemma 9, pi 1 _ must have

conveyed an actual lie with chain pi, k2 Pl_ . Let

chp = Pi/_) k-2

chs-r = P,, - .P.i . . P_ - s - r.

If neither x, o nor x,_, have been assigned for any p. or pair s - r. then let ch
carry the content Xch in a,.

t4! For each atom (ch, x,,) in a,,, let (oh,x,) be the z-h'mgth of the coire-
sponding atom in a. Let X[a,] (q, k) be the set of atoms (ch. xl,) for ch = p,, -

S. P, q. The motivation for this rather cumbersome definition is the
following
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CC[a](l) < 3((t + 1) logn + a
(qk)Ehealthy aEVYa.J(q,k)

o<k<1

Proof: We prove that each actual lie with oc-length A can force the processors
that are healthy in 0 to transmit at most

3((t + 1) log , + A)

bits.
Assume that pif conveys at k in the run 0 of NIP an actual lie with chain' k-i

Pi- . Pi L-t q be one of at most n - I processors that are healthy at
k + I in 0. Then q might have to transmit at most n - 2 atoms at k + 1 in 0. Also.
every processor r other than pif might have to transmit n - 3 atoms at k + 2 with

*@ k+1
chain pi, - ... - P- s - r, where s 5 pif. r. Interestingly, processors that

are healthy at rounds succeeding k + 2 will not transmit any atom due to that
actual lie.

Since
(n - 1)(n - 2) + (n - i)(,, - 2)(it - 3) < ,3

this actual lie can force the transmission of no more than 3 atoms. each of which
.,involves no more than (t + 1) logn + A bits.

. We proceed to construct the run p. Let the parameters n. t. F. 0 and CA in
, be as in or,. and therefore also as in a,. Let

jXEXk jai.(q.k)

Our goal is to force q to transmit at k in p at least IX[o'r(q. k)joe bits to some
other processor, say r, by carefully selecting in p a new short content for each of

* the atoms in X[a,](q, k). In order to do so we use the natural one-to-one mapping

from atoms in X[ao](qk) into actual lies in a. and we assign in ,, a new content
'p5 to each of these actual lies. Thus, the run p that we construct in this way is

in DOAI(7, a). Suppose that we had satisfied the above. Then. recalling that

-a>: 1. we could argue the following:

Si.

(q,k)EhealthY aE.\ r](qk)

o<k<l 7• y ,57
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.,< k<i

B < ri:((t + 1) log n + 1) Y I.X[,,(u. k) I
(q ll)Eealtlv

'B.

"B< n 3((t + 1)log n + 1) Z AI {(q. r.k)I
W (J) E lie alt hv

B'. -, O<k<i

,, 3 ((t + 1)log , + 1)cc[p(1).

Therefore, we would only have to choose a polynomial p(n, t) so that p(n, t) >
n3 ((t + 1) log n + 1) in order to prove the theorem.

So we are left with the problem of letting q transmit at least IX[,r ](q, k)j. bits
.- to r at kj in p. where we are assuming of course that jXjo,](q. k)j, > 0. The idea

is again to pick carefully a new content for each of the actual lies corresponding
to the atoins in X[a,](q,k), without disclosing thereby to q at k - 1 in p that
the sending processor was ill. An application of the pigeonhole principle will then
force q to transmit at least IX[ar](q,k)loK bits at k in p as required.

' - k-1

Let (Ch,ch) E X[a,](qk) for ch = pi, - pi - q, and let (ch,a) be
the corresponding atom that q transmits in a. Let a : 0, and consider the more
interesting case where f > 1. Assume first that pif conveyed an actual lie withchainp'

1 
- k-2isattinNPht

chain pi, - ... P . Then it is a property of the consistency test in NIP that
q would not be able to determine at k - I that pif was ill at k - 1, had p'¢ instead

conveyed to q the atom (pi, - - P1, 3), where 3 # a, 0, "detected ill".
Assume now that pi1 was healthy at k - 1. Then pis-, must have conveyed an

k-3
actual lie with chain P ", - . . - Pf 1 . Again it is a property of the consistency
test in NIP that pif would not be able to determine at k - 1 that pjf_1 was ill at

k - 2, had pif_i instead conveyed to it the atom (pi, k. . . Pif 1, 13), where
3 -a, 0, "detected ill". Finally, if pi1 was ill at k - I but did not convey in a7

k- 2
any actual lie with chain pi, . .k. - Pi, then if pif1 , conveys to pif the atom

(. .. - 's-.3)' with 3 as above, and Pif forwards it to q at k - 1, then q
would not be able to determine that Pif was ill at k - 1. Further, the above holds
also if we modify the content of several actual lies simultaneously.

The case where a = 0 is treated similarly. Notice that if q transmits the atom

( . - pi1 -- q, 0) at k in a, then it does not transmit an atom with chain

' .. Pi, "* S - Pi2 . . Pif k- q.
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()t herw ise. t he former atoam Nvotuld be implicit in the trianliission of the lattter.
AS. explitined above, we may let q receive the atomi (p, - . k-2' s(3 wtoi

. . ) ViIIl

Creating thereby any inconsistency in the message thlat pftranlsmlits to (I at k - 1.
To see this, recall that pif (lid not convey to q at k - 1 in aT any,, atom with chain

V,."

k-2 
f

carry ing niew% information to q. Thus pi, could certainly have trans.mitted to 1),

a t k -f in (T without creating any such inconsistency. Furthermore, we are not
introducing anv new actual lie.

Notice that we are implicitly assuming that a processor r that is ill at round k
mn1tchoose not to convey that it detected at k - I that some other proce.sor p

* was I it kj - 1. Insteadl. r niav selectively forwvard some of the aton~s it received
from 1, at k - I to processors a't k.

0 Finally wve apply the pigeonhole principie in order to select a niew content inll
for each of the atoms in X[c1 j(q, k). Let 7- stand for Nfa1r](q, k)j,'. First, notice
that there are 2' 2 mnessages that are strictly less than 7 bits long, excluding (
of course the empty message which is never transmitted by a processor when it
is healthy. Second, for ever,,, atom a E X~oa,](q. k) there are 2 l+i-1 different
atoms- z' carrving the same chain as a and satisfying ja'j :5 a' But

II (2 jal. - 1) ll2Iaz - 2EZjai-o > 2" -21

a a

where a is an arbitrary atom in X[oa1 ](q, k). Thus there exists at least one choice
of content for the atomns in X[cr1 (q. k) that will make q transmnit at least
JX[,Tj] (,I, k)J , bits to r at k in p. This completes the proof.I

G The Proof of Theorem 4

A In tl. appendix we prove theorem 4 which states:

Tlieori'em For every nm and tand for ever\' ck-inforinative protocol with these
parameters. there exists a run p of that protocol withi !1) = 1 in whilch some
processor transmits at least c' bits at a round in whiichi it is hiealthy, for r > 1.

Proof: By virtule of theorem 3. it is sufficient to build a run of 'NIP in which onime
proce"o transmnits at least cm bits at a round in whichi it is licalt liv.
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We build the following run: Let f = (t- 1)/21. Let P2i-1 and pj2, be ill at i. for
but let them follow NIP there. Pf+ 1will also be ill at f 1+ and it %ii

so eiitlally follow NIP, but it will also transinit some (and in fact many) actual

lies. P2f+l will forge an actual lie at f + 1 for every chain pil - Pi. . .f

satisfying either pi= P2j-1 or pi, = P2j, for every j = 1. f. Of course, there
are exponentially (in t) inany such chains.

For k > 2f +'1 and every 1, let Pk be healthy at 1. It follows that (1)2f+ f+ 1) e
nc-pseudo-healthy(pk, f + 1). Therefore for some choice of content for these actual
lies each Pk will have to transmit at f + 2 exponentially long messages in order to
convev the message it received from P2f+I at f + 1. U

H The Proof of Theorem 5

In this appendix we sketch the proof of theorem 5 which states:

Theorem For every n and t and for every sba-informative protocol with these
parameters, there exists a run of that protocol in which some processor transmits
at least c' bits at a round in which it is healthy, for c > 1.

Proof: (sketch) Consider a processor p that is healthy at round I in a run p of an
sba-informative protocol. We argue that p must convey at I in p its reduced view if
the following situation holds: If p does not convey at I in p its reduced view, then
there exists a run p' that is (p,l)-weaklv-equivalent to p, so that CR[p'](I) = 0.

Thus, in that case the notions of ck-informative and sba-informative coincide.
Finallh. we argue that the segment in the proof of theorem 4 satisfies this propertv.
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